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1 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Neighboring Optimal Control 
Many important problems in science and engineering such as control of aerospace 
systems, control of chemical reactions, or control of dynamic processes in industry, can 




x  =  f { x , u )  (1.2) 
x { t o )  =  X Q - ,  t o j X o  f i x e d  (1.3) 
= 0 (1-4) 
where i j } { x { t  represents a quantity of interest to the control analyst. For problems in 
the aerospace industry, (1.1) could represent an important quantity associated with the 
terminal behavior of an aircraft or spacecraft and (1.2) could represent the dynamics of 
the aircraft or spacecraft. For applications in the chemical industry, (1.1) could represent 
the total energy used to drive a chemical process (1.2) from an initial state (1.3) to a 
final state (1.4), or (1.1) could represent an undesirable byproduct of the process (1.2). 
Hence, equations (1.1-1.4) can be used to represent any number of possible applications. 
Numerical tools and methods for solving problem (1.1-1.4) are available to the control 
system analyst and are well established in the engineering literature [1]. Sophisticated 
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optimal control problems can now be solved using both direct and indirect optimal con­
trol methods [l]-[2]. Still, the algorithms used to obtain solutions of optimal control 
problems can be considered numerically intensive, so there is little hope of their use 
in real-time feedback control applications due to the time lag of calculating optimal 
control inputs. Real-world implementations of optimal control solutions must be numer­
ically quick in the computation of control inputs even when faced with the possibility 
of external plant disturbances. On occasion, open-loop solutions of (1.1-1.4) can be cal­
culated numerically, before the process begins. However, this solution strategy is rarely 
appropriate for closed-loop control on anything but very simple problems. Real-time 
corrections are necessary for dealing with unexpected internal and external disturbances 
while maintaining the performance index (1.1) of the original optimal control problem. 
This dissertation is devoted to an extension of a class of methods in applied optimal 
control known as neighboring optimal control (NOC) methods [1]. In our implementation 
of neighboring optimal control, a nominal optimal control solution and several solutions 
which are very close to the nominal solution are obtained via off-line numerical analysis. 
These solutions are stored as input data and then manipulated to form a linear or 
quadratic time-varying control law which can provide optimal feedback control in real 
time. Because the numerically intensive open-loop optimal control solution algorithms 
are run before the real-time process starts, a large portion of the feedback numerical 
computation is eliminated. We are left with very simple feedback control expressions 
which can be evaluated on demand and which reduce the time lag of control input 
calculation. 
1.1.1 A Case for Neighboring Optimal Control 
One of the most difficult challenges faced by the optimal control analyst is the ap­
plication of optimal control theory to realistic guidance problems. Numerous open-loop 
optimal control solution algorithms, both direct and indirect ([3]-[7]), have been available 
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for some time. The problem is that open-loop trajectory optimization gives the ana­
lyst tools which show only what can be achieved given perfect knowledge of the optimal 
control problem. Our ability to solve open-loop trajectory optimization problems has ad­
vanced a long way in recent years. However, no one has yet formulated a simple straight 
forward approach for the development of guidance algorithms based on the principles 
of optimal control. We are faced with the fact that the current open-loop trajectory 
optimization algorithms do not serve well as the basis for on-board guidance algorithms. 
Two main problems can be identified with their use in real-time applications: computa­
tional speed and robustness. The computational speed of current open-loop trajectory 
optimization codes is insufficient for use in real time. And, although the convergence 
properties of these open-loop codes are very good when they do converge, they some­
times fail to obtain solutions, a characteristic which would be unacceptable for robust 
real-time guidance applications. 
For problems such as ascent guidance, only the use of approximate open-loop trajec­
tory optimization guidance algorithms is feasible in real-time. As an example, consider a 
linear-tangent guidance algorithm which is used in many launch vehicle ascent guidance 
programs. A linear-tangent guidance control law is parameterized by two variables 
=  t a n ~ ^ ( a ( a ) t ( 1 . 5 )  
where the guidance input 6 { x ,  t ) ,  or vehicle pitch attitude, is the desired real-time control 
and X is the current state of the system. The parameters a(s) and /3{x) are chosen 
iteratively, in real-time, subject to an approximate yet analytical solution of the open-
loop trajectory. These parameters are chosen such that the launch vehicle's trajectory 
meets predetermined way-points which make up a reference trajectory. In practice this 
control law is updated every one half to one second for applications such as the Titan 
IV launch vehicle [8] [9]. Although the linear-tangent guidance algorithm represents an 
iterative guidance algorithm, there are only two parameters which need to be determined 
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and convergence is virtually guaranteed. The control law is derived from the principles of 
optimal control [9], and the control law's functional form is optimal for exo-atmospheric 
powered spacecraft flight. 
In Chapter 5 we develop a guidance algorithm which continuously approximates the 
highly nonlinear optimal guidance problem of a reusable launch vehicle. Certainly no 
closed-form approximate control law, such as the linear tangent control law, is available 
for this problem. The possibility of solving the optimal open-loop guidance problem 
fast enough for use in a control law is remote given the open-loop solution algorithms 
used in this dissertation. The open-loop solution time, i.e., the time it takes to obtain 
one converged solution of the open-loop problem, typically exceeds the total real-time 
duration of the optimal guidance problem. In addition, we have found that the open-loop 
solutions to this problem are sometimes difficult to obtain due to significant nonlinearities 
in the plant dynamics. Given these problems it would be difficult to imagine an on-board 
guidance routine which continuously solves the optimal landing problem with enough 
speed and precision to merit consideration as a real-time guidance algorithm. 
1.1.2 The Linear Quadratic Regulator 
One approach to generating a real-time guidance algorithm is the finite-time linear 
quadratic regulator (LQR) [l]-[2]. LQRs are attractive because the resulting control 
law, a linear time-varying control law, is deterministic and easy to implement as part of 
an on-board guidance package. The most basic form of LQR minimizes a combination 
of quadratic penalty functions of terminal boundary conditions and quadratic penalty 
functions of state and control perturbations. A more advanced version of the LQR, 
a terminal regulator, incorporates fixed end-time boundary conditions as part of the 
control law. Linear quadratic regulator development requires the linearization of the 
plant model about a nominal trajectory. From an optimization point-of-view, quadratic 
regulators and terminal controllers do not provide a minimum of the performance index 
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which generates the nominal trajectory. Rather they tend to force the dynamic system 
back to the nominal trajectory - a strategy that may not always be in the best interest 
of the desired optimal control law. 
Neighboring optimal control (NOC) algorithms provide the simplicity we desire in 
the final guidance algorithm while also providing an approximate optimal solution to the 
underlying optimal control problem of interest. In early works [10]-[16] it is found that 
the solution of the NOC or second-variation control law is very similar to the solution 
algorithms which are used to solve the LQR problems. Solution algorithms use modified 
versions of the backward sweep [l]-[2] method to generate the required time-varying 
gain functions. The basic difference between LQR solutions and NOC solutions is that 
the nominal trajectory of a NOC solution is itself an extremal trajectory. In any case, 
solving the NOC problem with the backward sweep method requires a high accuracy 
variational solution of the optimal control problem being solved. 
1.1.3 A Purely Numerical Approach 
In the current work a purely numerical approach of solving the NOC problem has 
been favored over the traditional backward sweep approach for a number of reasons. 
The plant model description of the reusable launch vehicle (RLV) considered in Chapter 
5 is somewhat complex. Although a variational solution may be possible, we prefer 
the use of direct optimization in obtaining the optimal open-loop solution because for 
many application problems a variational solution may not be available. In addition, 
tabular lookup functions for the vehicle's aerodynamic data would make the process 
of variational problem setup very tedious. Indeed, the two direct solution algorithms 
used in this dissertation were able to solve optimal open-loop RLV landing problem with 
minimum difficulty. The results compare well with other published preliminary results 
[17]. The task of generating a neighboring optimal guidance algorithm for this problem 
was to be accomplished using the results and solution algorithms which were available 
to us. 
1.2 Outline of the Chapters 
In Chapter 2 we present the general problem statement for open-loop optimal control 
problems solved in this dissertation, the Meyer optimal control problem (OCP). Two 
solution algorithms that we use to solve these OCPs are given. One of these methods, 
called direct multiple shooting, is developed specifically for the numerical NOC methods 
developed in Chapter 3. An analysis of the principle of optimality is included in Chapter 
2. The results of this analysis are very important for the understanding of open-loop 
trajectory optimization solutions derived using a coarse or an inexact control discretiza­
tion. We show that for problems having coarse control discretizations that in general the 
principle of optimality is not satisfied. This discussion leads to an alternative derivation 
of the neighboring optimal control law (NOC) developed later. 
In Chapter 3 we introduce the notion of neighboring optimal control. We begin with 
the variational necessary conditions and backward sweep solution to the NOC problem. 
The functional form of the NOC control law is discussed and the implementation issues 
of its use in real time are discussed. These issues include data storage, gain scheduling, 
and terminal control. Two versions of a numerically derived NOC control algorithm are 
then introduced. One of these algorithms, a finite-difference NOC algorithm, is used 
in Chapters 4 and 5. Two methods of NOC controller time indexing are introduced in 
Chapter 3. 
In Chapter 4 we develop an NOC control law for an example problem having a 
known analytical solution - the Zermelo problem. We derive, using the finite-difference 
NOC algorithm developed in Chapter 3, a closed-loop NOC algorithm for this problem. 
Both first and second-order finite difference control expressions are generated and then 
implemented in a real-time simulation. Two real-time time-indexing algorithms are 
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tested on this problem and are discussed in detail. We show that the NOC algorithm 
provides a very efficient control law which compares well with the analytical closed-loop 
solution. Performance comparisons of the first and second-order finite-difference NOC 
algorithms are also given. 
The landing phase control of an RLV is considered in Chapter 5. The goal of this 
problem is to minimize the total fuel used by the RLV during the landing phase of 
its overall mission. We begin with a detailed open-loop trajectory optimization study 
of the RLV landing problem. A lowest-possible fuel usage solution is obtained and 
identified as a possible nominal candidate. Several open-loop solutions, having additional 
problem constraints, are obtained. We show open-loop solutions with both control rate 
constraints and solutions with constraints on total vehicle acceleration. An optimal 
open-loop solution is obtained for a problem which combines minimum fuel with penalty 
functions on the control variables. This solutions is identified and used as the basis 
for closed-loop NOC development. The finite-difference NOC algorithm is applied to 
this solution and the resulting algorithm is tested. Both first and second-order finite-
difference algorithms are tested. 
1.3 Optimal Landing of a Reusable Launch Vehicle 
The application problem of Chapter 5 is that of landing guidance for a reusable launch 
vehicle (RLV). Although only the last few seconds of the RLV mission are examined, the 
results are extremely important in determining concept viability for the vehicle. The 
RLV design analyzed in this dissertation is designated DC-Yl [17]. The most important 
feature of this RLV is that it must use chemical rocket propulsion for the return from 
orbit or landing phase of its mission. Because of this fact the total amount of fuel used 
during the landing phase becomes a very important consideration. Other competing 
designs for the X-33 or single stage to orbit vehicle RLV competition do not rely on 
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engine propulsion during the final entry phase of flight. Instead these designs return 
from orbit and land as aircraft do. Hence, total structural mass and total fuel to weight 
ratio are the most important design parameters for these concepts. The RLV considered 
in our study, although simpler in overall design, carries the additional burden of fuel 
mass during the landing phase. 
For the current RLV to merit consideration, the amount of fuel used during descent 
flight must be kept to an absolute minimum. Considerable open-loop trajectory opti­
mization analysis has shown that the best method of landing this RLV, using minimum 
fuel, is to allow the vehicle to enter the earth's atmosphere and obtain a steady state 
nose down glide during which time the engines are not used. At a predetermined altitude 
an aerodynamic flap is closed which allows the vehicle to begin a rotation maneuver. 
The vehicle's engines are started at this time and are used to first control the vehicle's 
rotation and then to finally slow and land the vehicle. The entire landing maneuver 
takes place very close to the ground; typical starting altitudes are 1500 to 2000 ft. 
Consider the importance of fuel minimization during descent flight. Because the 
RLV must use chemical propulsion during the final phase of flight, this fuel must also 
be carried with the vehicle during the entire mission. Thus fuel mass and payload 
mass compete for space on the vehicle. A control strategy which can provide fuel-
optimal landings is of great importance because fuel savings for landing directly affect 
the maximum payload which the vehicle can carry. 
The neighboring optimal control method developed in Chapter 3 is applied to the 
RLV problem for the purpose of developing a fuel-optimal landing guidance algorithm. In 
Chapter 5 we demonstrate that the vehicle can be controlled by a closed-loop algorithm 
and can land using a minimum of fuel. Several off-nominal conditions are analyzed to 
test the effectiveness of the algorithm. 
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2 OPEN-LOOP OPTIMAL CONTROL 
2.1 Chapter Overview 
In this chapter we define a class of optimal control problems (OCP) which will be 
used as a basis for the eventual development of closed-loop OCP algorithms. The Meyer 
formulation of OCP with fixed initial conditions is used exclusively in the sequel. We 
present a discrete-time solution algorithm geared toward solving the Meyer problem on 
a high-speed digital computer. The solution algorithm, structured as a direct multiple 
shooting code, is shown to be a numerically robust and efficient algorithm. Variational 
necessary conditions are given and compared to the necessary conditions for the discrete 
algorithm. A discussion of the Principle of Optimality is given which, due to the discrete 
solution algorithm, has important implications for the development of closed-loop control 
algorithms derived later in Chapter 3. 
2.2 Meyer Problem - A Basis for Feedback Control 
The following problem statement can be used to describe a wide range of optimal 
control problems. Care is taken to point out that the problem statement is used to 
define strictly an "open loop" optimal control problem. No attempt is made at feedback 
in the usual sense; a solution in the form of u*{t) to the stated problem is desired so 
that the optimal solution to a single case can be studied. 
Consider a system defined by an n-dimensional state vector x ( t )  and an m-dimensional 
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control vector u { t ) .  Here, x { t )  and u [ t )  are assumed to be both continuous and difFer-
entiable. The plant dynamics are defined by a differential system which takes the form 
X — f{x,u) where the right hand side f{x,u) is assumed continuous and differentiable. 
A general problem formulation can be stated as follows. Choose u{t),to and 
the final time t j  t o  minimize the performance index 
J  =  (2.1) 
subject to the differential constraints 
x { t )  =  f { x , u ) ,  (2.2) 
and subject to the initial and terminal boundary conditions 
x { t o )  =  x o  a n d  i p [ x { t f ) , t f ]  =  0 .  (2.3) 
In (2.1) the function ^[x{tj),tf] constitutes a cost functional of the terminal plant state 
evaluated at tj. We assume that the initial conditions of the state vector x(t) are known 
at the given initial time to. The terminal state constraints can be expressed as a set of 
possibly nonlinear constraints of the form il;[x{tf),tf] = 0 which represents a vector of 
nonlinear algebraic constraints evaluated at the terminal time t/ which is in general not 
known. 
Equations (2.1-2.3) represent a continuous OCP with free final time and with non­
linear functions of the terminal states constrained at the final time. Since we eventually 
wish to develop feedback laws for the above problem, the initial conditions so will in 
general be known. This problem statement will be used to define all of the OOP's which 
are developed in this chapter. In the following sections two solution methods which we 
use to solve the open-loop OCP are described. 
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2.3 Solution Algorithms 
Two solution methods are discussed both of which can be used to solve the Meyer 
problem numerically. The two methods are direct and indirect solution algorithms. 
Direct optimization methods are so named because they use a direct numerical opti­
mization process to minimize the cost function subject to all the required constraints. 
With indirect methods, the OCP is reduced, using the calculus of variations, to a set of 
necessary conditions which typically take the form of a two-point boundary value prob­
lem (TPBVP). Hence, the OCP is solved indirectly by solving the resulting TPBVP. In 
general, indirect algorithms are superior to direct algorithms when accuracy is a major 
concern. Indirect methods make no restriction on the set of admissible control functions 
from which the control can be taken. However, indirect solution algorithms are some­
times quite difficult to set up and solve. For this reason, problems which contain a high 
degree of complexity are more easily treated with a direct problem formulation. 
In the following discussion we present both indirect and direct problem formulations 
for the Meyer problem. The necessary conditions of the indirect variational problem 
setup are given first. Although we don't use a variational approach in solving the Meyer 
problem in later sections the necessary conditions are presented for completeness and to 
serve as a foundation for a discussion of the principle of optimality presented at the end 
of this chapter. 
Direct multiple shooting (DMS), a discrete-time direct algorithm, is discussed in this 
chapter and is used as the basic solution algorithm for problems to be solved in later 
sections. The DMS algorithm is developed in detail, and the discrete necessary condi­
tions are given. The algorithm is then posed as a constrained parameter optimization 
problem. It is shown that the DMS algorithm allows large portions of the associated 
objective gradients and constraint gradients to be calculated analytically a priori. This 
allows for a much more efficient solution algorithm when compared to other similar 
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algorithms. 
2.3.1 Variational Formulation 
We begin with a brief introduction of the variational necessary conditions for the 
Meyer problem. Let us assume that a solution to problem (2.1-2.3) exists and that 
the solution satisfies normality and regularity conditions described in (see [5]-[18]). It 
can be shown that there are constant multiplier vectors Va G R", ft € R'^'' and also 
time-varying multiplers A(i) G R" for ail times i G [ioji/j such that 
A(io) = -J^a, (2.5) 
\ / i  \ T  _  , ..T /O 
H { x { t o ) ,  A(io), i t { t o ) )  =  (2-7) 
H { x { t f ) ,  X { t f ) ,  u { t f ) )  =  (2.8) 
where 
H { x ,  A, u )  : =  f { x , u )  (2.9) 
denotes the Hamiltonian. At each instant of time the optimal control u *  satisfies the 
Pontryagin Minimum Principle, i.e., 
H { x ,  A, «). (2.10) 
By virtue of the assumed smoothness of all functions involved in the problem defini­
tion (2.1-2.3) and the absence of any control constraints, this leads to the conditions 
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From (2.2), (2.4), (2.11 I), and the assumption that f { x , u )  does not explicitly depend 
on time it can easily be verified that 
d H  
- = 0. (2.12) 
This means that the Hamiltonian H  defined in (2.9) remains constant throughout the 
trajectory. 
The vector of costate functions X { t )  is made up of time-varying Lagrange multipliers 
which are used to adjoin the plant dynamics (2.2) to the cost function (2.1). The costate 
vector has the physical significance of the gradient of the "cost to go" at each instant 
of time. In other words, the costate vector represents the gradient of the cost function 
with respect to changes in the state vector x at time t. In equation (2.6) we define the 
expression governing the costate boundary conditions at the final time tj. Because we 
are dealing with problems where the initial conditions are completely specified, a similar 
expression to (2.6) is not necessary at the initial time. The control functions u{t) are 
defined by the stationarity condition (2.11-1). 
Equation (2.11-1) is in general a nonlinear algebraic function of the states x { t ) ,  
costates A(I), and the control u{t). This equation can either be solved for the control 
u{t) explicitly or can be solved iteratively depending on the complexity of the equation. 
The OCP of (2.1-2.3) can be either a fixed end-time problem or a free end-time 
problem. The necessary conditions for each case are the same with the exception that in 
the free end-time case we have an additional necessary condition (2.8) which represents 
an additional constraint equation which accompanies the addition of the free parameter 
tf. The indirect solution algorithm becomes that of solving the nonlinear two-point 
boundary value problem (2.4-2.8). 
One possible method for solving (2.4-2.8) is to guess the initial costates A(fo) = Aq, 
the final end-time f/, and the Lagrange multipliers u then integrate the state and costate 
differential system forward in time using (2.10) to solve for the control u{t) as a function 
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of x { t )  and X { t ) .  Equations (2.3), (2.6), and (2.8) can be used as an error criterion. This 
can be done using a nonlinear programming (NLP) code such as NPSOL [19]. The NLP 
problem can use Ao and tj a.s free parameters and can treat equations (2.3, 2.6, and 2.8) 
as a system of non-linear constraints. The two-point boundary value problem is thus 
reduced to a sequence of initial-value problems. This is referred to as simple shooting 
in the literature [4]. 
It is well known [1] that the costate differential system exhibits the exact opposite 
of the state differential system's stability. Typical dissipative effects which may appear 
in (2.2) lead to numerical sensitivity in (2.4). For this reason the forward integration 
of the costate system may sometimes fail if the final time tj is large. The problem can 
sometimes be overcome by breaking the integration into small segments. The initial 
state and costate are guessed at the beginning of each segment thus allowing forward 
integration over only a small time interval. The process of breaking up the integration 
intervals requires the addition of equality constraints which ensure that the state and 
costate functions are continuous in time once a converged solution is reached. This 
process is referred to as multiple shooting in the literature [4]. 
2.3.2 DMS/NPSOL - Discrete Necessary Conditions 
The following describes direct multiple shooting (DMS) as a solution algorithm for 
optimal control problems (OCP). In the description that follows, note that DMS is a 
direct optimization code and not, as the name would suggest, an indirect code. Al­
though multiple shooting codes are in general indirect codes, DMS does not carry the 
costate dynamics of the indirect problem formulation. Instead, a parameterized control 
is used in conjunction with multiple integration intervals, hence the inclusion of "multi­
ple shooting" in the name. DMS has been developed specifically to generate neighboring 
optimal control (NOC) algorithms where solutions of closely spaced OOP's are needed. 
DMS emphasizes solution efficiency and accuracy at the expense of solution robustness. 
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It is envisioned that DMS be used only after an OCP solution is determined using other 
perhaps more globally convergent algorithms. The hope is that once an OCP candidate 
solution has been obtained, the DMS algorithm can then be used during the numerically 
intensive perturbation analysis phase of NOC development. The overview below gives a 
general problem statement and algorithmic description of DMS. The Zermelo problem 
is solved numerically using DMS and is compared to the known analytical solution. We 
restrict the following discussion to the open-loop problem of (2.1-2.3). 
2.3.3 Overview of the DMS Algorithm 
In the following development we consider a fixed end-time version of the Meyer 
problem. This does not imply that free end-time problems can not be solved because 
we include static optimization parameters which may be used to scale total time. The 
following algorithm can also handle state constraints and control constraints with certain 
restrictions. 
Consider the Meyer problem restated as follows: Choose the vector control function 
u(t) and static parameter vector p which minimize the the cost function J, defined as, 
J  =  J { x ( t o ) , x ( t f ) , p ) ,  (2.13) 
subject to the differential constraints, defined as, 
x { t )  =  f { x { t ) , u { t ) , t , p ) ,  (2.14) 
and subject to the system of boundary conditions, tp, defined as, 
i p { x { t o ) , x { t f ) , p )  =  0 ,  (2.15) 
where x { t )  is the state vector of dimension n, u { t )  is the control vector of dimension m, 
p is the ft-vector of free static parameters, and where to and tf are the known initial and 
final times, respectively. A free end-time problem can be solved by including the time 
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duration in the vector of free parameters p .  Equations (2.13-2.15) can describe a wide 
variety of optimal control problems of interest. Additionally, the problem may contain 
control inequality constraints of the form, 
flfiWi)) > 0 i  =  (2.16) 
and state inequality constraints of the form, 
'ii(®(^)) > 0 i = 1,2,... ,n/i, (2-17) 
and inequality constraints on the parameter vector of the form, 
q{p )  >  0. (2.18) 
Combined state and control inequality constraints are not allowed in the current al­
gorithm because this would have implications on the storage of trajectory information 
for any given problem. Also, although state inequality constraints such as in equation 
(2.17) are allowed, this does not guarantee that the constraint will be satisfied for all 
time. This is because the amount of state trajectory information held in memory is 
minimized so that the speed of solution can be increased. 
We begin by choosing an equally spaced nodal point discretization for both state and 
control functions in time as follows 
x { t )  X i  i = 0,1,2,... (2.19) 
u { t ) ^ u j  j  =  0 , 1 , 2 , . . .  , 7 1 ^  ( 2 . 2 0 )  
where n x  and n u  are the number of state and control intervals for the problem. Ad­
ditionally we interpolate the control nodal points using either linear interpolation or 
piecewise continuous quadratic polynomials to provide a continuous interpolating func­
tion for u{t). For piecewise continuous quadratic polynomials we have the additional 
restriction on the number of nodal points that 
n u  —  2  *  n s e g \  (2.21) 
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where n s e g  is the desired number of quadratic polynomial control intervals. This is 
required so that the discretized array of control points Uj uniquely determines a system 
of quadratic polynomials. 
The differential system of constraints is satisfied via numerical integration over the 
subintervals defined by (2.19). For each subinterval we have a high accuracy numerical 
integration, defined by, 
X i + i - X i +  f  ^  f { x { t ) , u { t ) , p ) d t ,  i  =  0 , l , . . . , { n x - l )  (2.22) J t i  
where in the integrand of (2.22) we use the predetermined interpolated control functions 
from (2.20). The state vector x{t) on the interior of (a:,, ®i+i) is determined by a fourth-
order Runge-Kutta integration formula. To ensure continuity of the state values between 
subintervals we require that 
®,-— aj; = 0 i  =  1 , 2 , . . .  , n x ,  (2.23) 
where in the current numbering convention, i = 1 and i  =  n x  represent the ends of 
the first and last state intervals, respectively. Xi represents the discretized state vector, 
which results from optimization. ®,- results from open-loop integration. Note that the 
total number of integration steps is 
^tot ~ * ^ sub (2.24) 
where isub is the number of integration steps per state interval. Thus the total number 
of integration steps for a problem can be adjusted to give the required level of accuracy. 
Using the system of discretized state and control values we may restate the OCP of 
(2.13-2.18) in terms of state and control parameters a;,-, Uj, and free parameters pk, as 
follows: Choose Xi, Uj, and pk to minimize the cost functional 
J  —  J [ X i = Q ) X { — . n x , P k = l , n p ) t  (2.25) 
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subject to the system of equality constraints 
— a:,-= 0 i = 1,2,... ,71®, (2.26) 
and subject to the boundary conditions 
V'(®J=Oj ®t=n2:jPfc) — Oj (2.27) 
and subject to the system of inequality constraints 
i  =  0 , 1 , . . . ,  T i u  J  =  1 , 2 , . . . ,  n ^ r ,  (2.28) 
(2.29) 
(2.30) 
h i , j { x i ) > 0  i  =  0 , l , . . . , n x  j  =  1 , 2 , . . .  , n h ,  
q i {p j ) > 0  i = l , 2 , . . . , nq  j  =  l , 2 , . . . , np ,  
where results from integration formula (2.22). Equations (2.25-2.30) can be solved 
by a nonlinear programming algorithm such as NPSOL [19] as a constrained parameter 
optimization problem. 
The parameter optimization problem described by equations (2.25-2.30) has several 
c lear benefits. The structure of the cost function is such that the evaluation of J as 
well as the gradient of J or VJ can in most cases be performed analytically a priori. 
For a typical OCP solved as part of an NOC algorithm the cost function will only be 
a function of Xi=nx or ®(^/) a-ncl the free parameter vector pk and thus a substantial 
portion of the cost gradient will be constant. Additionally, if Xi=nx and pk appear as 
a linear combination in J then the entire cost gradient will be constant with respect 
to the free parameters Sj, Uj, and pk- A similar situation is true for the system of 
equality constraints in equation (2.26). All equality constraints in (2.26) have a known 
linear dependence on ®,-. Thus with respect to a:,- the constraint gradient has a known 
constant value determined a priori. The term x, in (2.26) has a nonlinear dependence 
on the elements Uj appearing only in the preceding integration interval, and on ®j_i, 
and on pk. All other constraint gradient elements of (2.26) may be set to zero for the 
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remainder of the problem. We recognize the possible unstable nature of (2.22) with 
respect to the control values Uj and initial state values a:,_i. Because of this, it will most 
often be necessary to provide a good initial guess for these variables. By minimizing 
the number of integration subintervals (state intervals) it may be possible to reduce the 
computational requirements substantially. In the limit, the problem could be set up 
with two state nodal points (single state interval) and a single integration of the control 
function determined by uj. The degree to which this can be done depends greatly on 
the problem being solved. 
2.3.4 An Analytical Example Problem 
The following results document the DMS code's ability to closely approximate the 
solution of an OCP and to serve as a stable algorithm for the generation of NOC gain 
functions considered later. The Zermelo problem [2] is solved using several different 
DMS nodal densities and using both linear and quadratic interpolation of the control 
function. 
Consider the problem of Zermelo where a ship must travel through a region of strong 
currents. The ship has a constant speed V and is controlled by a variable heading angle 
6{t). The current, c(j/), moves in the s-direction and is assumed to depend linearly on 
the y-coordinate 
where the parameter h  is constant. The problem is to find the heading angle 6 { t )  such 
that the ship is driven to the origin in minimum time. In Meyer form we have the 
following optimal control problem: 
4 v )  =  T V '  (2.31) 
mini/ (2.32) 
subject to the linear dynamic system 
X  =  V  cos 8 { t )  +  — y (2.33) 
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y  =  V  sin 0(4) (2.34) 
and subject to the initial and final boundary conditions 
x { t o )  =  X o  x ( t f )  =  0 ,  
y{to) = Vo y{tf) = 0. 
(2.35) 
(2.36) 
Since the dynamics are linear in the state variables, an analytical solution to the above 
problem is known [2]. Using equations (2.9) and (2.11-1) and the linear state dynamics 
(2.33-2.34), we can establish the relationship 
If we then take 6 as the independent variable we can then derive, by analytical integration 
o f  ( 2 . 3 3 - 2 . 3 4 ) ,  a  s y s t e m  o f  t w o  n o n l i n e a r  a l g e b r a i c  e q u a t i o n s  i n  t e r m s  o f  6 { t )  a n d  0 { t f )  
given by: 
^ = |[sec0(t/)[tan0(i/) — tan0(t)] — t a n 6 { t ) { s e c 6 ( t f )  —  s e c 6 { t ) )  
I J ^ s e c 0 ( t f ) + U n B ( t f h  
sec9(t)-\-tELn9{t) -1 
We can solve equations (2.38) and (2.39) for 6 { t )  and 0 { t f )  given the current location 
x{t) and y{t) using an iterative solution algorithm. We use "fsolve", which is part of the 
MATLAB [20] system, for this purpose. The minimum final time may be obtained by 
integrating equation (2.37) as follows 
6 = —^ cos^(0). 
h  (2.37) 
—— = sec Q(tf) — secd{t) 
h  (2.38) 
(2.40) 
Hence, we get an expression for the final time 
( t f  —  t )  =  —(tan 0(f) — t a n  (2.41) 
Equations (2.38)-(2.41) serve as a nonlinear algebraic solution of the form 
[ t f , 9 ( t ) ]  =  • n { x ( t ) , y { t ) , t ) .  (2.42) 
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Figure 2.1 shows typical ground track state nodal positions for the problem plotted 
against the analytical solution. For each of the solutions shown, five or ten state intervals 
were used. In DMS, state intervals and control intervals are independent. However, the 
code is best conditioned when the number of control intervals is an integer multiple of 
the number of state intervals, for example ten control intervals vs. five state intervals. 
By arranging problems in this way, the numerical integration algorithm is prevented 
from crossing control points that may have discontinuous slopes. Figure 2.2 shows four 
solutions using linear interpolation for the control time history. Figure 2.3 shows two 
solutions which use quadratic control interpolation as the control time history. Table 
2.1 shows the resulting optimal final times for each of the DMS solutions shown. As 
expected, accuracy is enhanced by using higher-order control functions and by using 
high numbers of control intervals. 
Table 2.1 Optimal final time for the Zermelo problem 
Control Segments Interpolation Final Time 
5 linear 5.695614 
10 linear 5.694702 
15 linear 5.694669 
20 linear 5.694664 
10 quadratic 5.694662 
20 quadratic 5.694661 
analytical 5.694661 
2.4 The Principle of Optimality and Control Discretization 
The principle of optimality, typically discussed in the context of dynamic program­
ming [21] is a fundamental theorem of optimal control [22]. When applied to the Meyer 
optimal control problem, it states that every subarc of an optimal control solution which 
extends to the final time provieds another solution to the same optimal control problem 
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Figure 2.3 Control solutions using quadratic interpolation 
current intended application of optimal feedback control. 
In the following sections we show that, in general, solutions obtained using a direct 
discretized approach do not satisfy the principle of optimality. We show, using a simple 
OCP example whose collocation solution can be generated analytically, that the principle 
of optimality is not satisfied. The discussion which follows is used to justify an alternate 
derivation of a neighboring optimal algorithm presented in the following chapter. For 
problem (2.1-2.3) the principle of optimality can be stated as follows: 
Theorem 2.1 Let superscript * denote quantities associated with the optimal solution 
to problem (2.1-2.3). Furthermore, for arbitrary but fixed To G superscript # 
denote quantities associated with the optimal solution to problem (2.1-2.3) subject to the 
initial conditions 
= (2.43) 
x{ to )  — x*{To)  =  0. 
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Then 
s*(4) =  x * { t )  
u * ( t )  II e 
t *  — i *  
- V" 
o n  f e [ T o , f } ] ,  
o n  t e [ T o , t %  (2.44) 
Solving an optimal control problem on the basis of the necessary conditions summa­
rized in (2.4-2.8) can be a very difficult task. In practice, so-called direct optimization 
approaches are much easier to use. In direct optimization approaches such as DMS, the 
original optimal control problem (2.1-2.3) is discretized into a finite-dimensional param­
eter optimization problem such as (2.25-2.30). In the following discussion we restrict 
ourselves exclusively to the collocation approach as a method for problem discretization. 
Problem (2.25-2.30) is a nonlinear programming problem of the following general form: 
m m / W  ( 2 . 4 5 )  
g(^) = 0. (2.46) 
As long as / : R" -> R and g  : R" —>• R*^ are twice continuously differentiable and the 
gradients ^ of the constraint vector g are linearly independent (normality condition), 
the optimal solution x* satisfies the Kuhn-Tucker conditions [23] 




d x  
g {x) = 0 
= 0 
As 
d ' ' L { x , X )  
dx"^ 
As > 0 
for all As G R" that satisfy 
d x  
A x  = 0. 
Here, 
L { x , X )  =  f { x )  +  > ^ g i x )  (2.47) 
is called the Lagrangian. 
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2.4.0.1 Principle of Optimality and Collocation 
Intuitively, it should be expected that the principle of optimality also holds, if re­
formulated in an appropriate form, for solutions obtained from direct optimization ap­
proaches. In the following we state in the form of a conjecture, what we feel is a natural 
extension of Theorem 2.43 to collocation solutions. However, we go on to show that this 
conjecture is incorrect. 
Conjecture 2.1 Let superscript * denote quantities associated with the optimal solution 
to problem (2.25-2.30). Furthermore, for an arbitrary but fixed integer k, let superscript 
^ denote quantities associated with the optimal solution to the problem 
min ^{xN,tN) (2.48) 
subject to the conditions (2.26-2.30) where the integer N, the subdivision 0 = tq < ri < 
• • • < Tiv-i < Tiv = 1, and the definition of tj are as in the original problem (2.25-2.30). 
Then 
xf = Xj for j = k,..,N, 
uf = u*j for j = k-\-l,.., N, 
*# — ** 
(2.49) 
+# f  % — %• » 
In the following we will disprove Conjecture 2.1 through a counter example having a 
known analytical solution. 
2.4.0.2 Disproof by Counter Example 
As a specific example of an optimal control problem of the general from (2.1-2.3), 
consider the problem 
min ~®(^/) (2.50) 
io€R, 
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subject to the equations of motion 
X = sin u — y^, 
(2.51) 
y  =  1 ,  
and the initial conditions 
x ( t o )  —  X o ,  
y { t o )  =  y o ,  ( 2 - 5 2 )  
t o  =  t o ,  
where xo, yo, to are given with yo < 1. The final time and all final states are free. For 
problem (2.50-2.52), the optimal control u* is constant such that sinu* = 1, and the 
o p t i m a l  f i n a l  t i m e  i s  r e a c h e d  w h e n  y  =  I ,  i . e . ,  t * j  =  t o  +  { 1  —  y o ) -
To determine the optimal solution that is obtained when the collocation approach (2.25-
2.30) is applied to problem (2.50-2.52), we first derive an explicit expression for the state 
X at the final node fjv as a function of the node number N, the prescribed initial data 
®0j yo, to, and the final time ijv. For the sake of simplicity we assume equidistant node 
placement, i.e., 
T i  =  i / N ,  i = 0,.., N ,  (2.53) 
so that 
t j  —  t o  - { •  ( t i \ f  t o )  '  T j ,  
(2.54) 
=  i o  +  { t N - i o ) - i / N ,  i  =  0 , . . , N .  
Then the discretized evolutionary equations obtained from (2.51, 2.52) with sinu re­
placed by -|-1 are 
= ®j-i + Ai (l - y|_i) 
yj = yj-i + At 
where 
j  =  l , . . , N .  (2.55) 
Af = (2.56) 
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The system (2.55, 2.56) can be solved analytically. Explicitly, we get 
XN = xo + (At)^ • (1 -  y^) • iV 
-  { A t f - y o N { N - l )  (2.57) 
_ (Af)3 N ( N - m N - l ) ^  
This equation holds for JV > 1. The optimal final time satisfies the condition 
It can be easily verified that the left-hand side of (2.58) is a second-order polynomial in 
ijv, and that the optimal final time is given by its single positive root. Explicitly, we 
obtain 
t l f  =  1 . 0  +  N  •  1  «  2 ( 2 N  - 1) - 2 U  2j)„ \ ( N  -  1 ) { 2 N  -  l y  2 N - l j '  ^  '  
Which is the optimal final time obtained when the collocation approach (2.25-2.30) is 
applied to problem (2.50 - 2.52) with iV -t-1 equidistant nodes. 
Now let us consider problem (2.50 - 2.52) with the specific initial data 
to = 0, 
xq =  0,  (2 .60)  
yo = 0. 
Using N  +  1  equidistant nodes, we obtain from equation (2.59) the optimal final time 
With this value for the final time, the time step A t  defined in (2.56) becomes 
From (2.54, 2.55) we determine that the states x ,  y ,  and the time t  at the node t i  (i.e. 
states and time after the first Af-time step) take on the values 
'• = '" = '" = V( i V - l ) ( 2 W - l ) -  ( 2 . 6 3 )  
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To obtain the optimal final time for a collocation solution starting at ti, Xi, yi, and 
using N equidistantly placed nodes instead of (N + 1), we find from equation (2.59) 
t*^  = At + (N-l) 2(2iV - 3) -  2(Af)2 2 A t  ]  ^2.64) ( N - 3 ) ( 2 N - 3 y  2 N - Z I  
where A t  is given by (2.62). It can be easily verified that the values of calculated 
in (2.61) and (2.64), respectively, are different, thus disproving Conjecture 2.44. For 
example, for = 10 we find 
{ 1.081 476 from equation (2.61) (2.65) 1.084 673 from equation (2.64) 
2.4.0.3 An Engineering Explanation 
Let us consider problem (2.1-2.3) and let us assume again that the value of the final 
time, tf, is not fixed through the boundary condition (2.3). Thus, we are considering a 
free final time problem. Now let superscript * denote the optimal collocation solution (i.e. 
the solution of (2.25-2.30)) obtained with (iV-f-1) nodes. For simplicity, and without loss 
of generality, we assume that the node placement is equidistant. If Conjecture 2.1 were 
correct, then we could delete, say, the first k nodes, and the truncated trajectory would 
still furnish an optimal collocation solution to the optimal control problem comprised 
of the same cost function (2.1), equations of motion (2.2), and final conditions (2.3), if 
only the initial conditions (2.3) are changed such that the states and time reached by the 
original {N -t- l)-node collocation solution at node k are prescribed explicitly as initial 
data. Clearly, such a truncated trajectory satisfies all physical constraints. Hence, if the 
truncated trajectory does not furnish an optimal solution, it must be possible to further 
improve it. Why is the improved {N — k + l)-node solution not identical to the trailing 
part of the optimal {N + l)-node solution? What is the additional degree of freedom 
that enters the problem when the first k nodes are deleted? 
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The answer to this question lies in the fact that the choice of the optimal final node f/v 
(equivalently, the choice of the optimal final time tf) has an effect on all subintervals of 
the trajectory under consideration. Deleting and freezing the first k nodes of an optimal 
{N + l)-node collocation solution, and re-optimizing the remainder of the trajectory 
introduces the additional degree of freedom to pick a new final time for the truncated 
solution without affecting the first k nodes. To some extent, this amounts to allowing 
non-equidistant node placement as an additional degree of freedom to optimize the 
trajectory. Motivated by this observation we will use the next section to analyze in 
some more detail the optimality condition associated with the final time 
In following chapters we will propose the use of interior subarc solutions with per­
turbed initial conditions as the basis for optimal feedback. It is very important then 
to be aware of the problems posed by having Conjecture 2.1 as a false statement. In 
fact for free final end-time Problems the contradiction of Conjecture: 2.1 leads to an 
alternative neighboring optimal control derivation considered in the next chapter. 
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3 NEIGHBORING OPTIMAL CONTROL 
3.1 Motivation and Introduction 
The methods of Chapter 2 can be applied to many problems in science and engineer­
ing such as control of spacecraft and aircraft, and control of chemical processes. In most 
cases, however, if these optimal control solutions are to be realized practically, one needs 
a fast numerical method which can compute the future course of the optimal process. It 
is not sufficient to prescribe initial data and then leave the process to its fate because in 
real-world situations we rarely have perfect apriori knowledge of the problem. The re­
quired minimum computing time using the open-loop methods of Chapter 2, in general, 
far exceeds the allowable lag-time for controller corrections and hence a faster method 
is needed. Neighboring optimal control (NOC) can be used in certain cases to provide a 
fast optimality-based closed-loop control algorithm. A NOC algorithm consists of stored 
time-varying controller functions which describe the nominal state, control, and other 
control functions such that the system may be controlled in the "neighborhood" of a 
chosen path. Typically these controller functions are computed off-line using some form 
of perturbation analysis. In use, the NOC algorithms approximate optimal open-loop 
solutions without the considerable numerical cost of a full optimal control solution. As 
a real-time control algorithm, the resulting controller needs only fast 1-D table lookup 
(interpolation) and simple deterministic mathematical formula to construct the desired 
real-time control functions. 
Neighboring optimal control algorithms have been available for some time. Their 
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use has been limited primarily by the algorithm's complexity and by the numerical time 
and cost of its development. The original NOC methodology was published by Bryson 
[10], Kelley [12]-[13], Breakwell [11], and others [24]-[16]. Theoretical treatment and 
basic solution algorithms have been well documented in the well known publications by 
Bryson [1] and Lewis [2]. In early work a solution algorithm known as the backward 
sweep method was introduced [12], [11]. Extensions to the backward sweep along with 
several applications can by found in McReynolds [25] and Mitter [14]. In later years the 
theory of neighboring extremals was extended to include constraints such as state/control 
inequality constraints (see Pesch [26] [27] and Bock [28] including the treatment of 
collocation methods and neighboring extremals by Chen [29]). Most of the earlier work 
with the exception of [29] focused on a variational formulation of the problem combined 
with the before mentioned backward sweep method. In recent years the neighboring 
optimal control methodology has been applied to several guidance applications including 
the work by Pesch [30], Kelley [31], Weston [32], Kim [33] [34], and Seywald [35]. Some of 
the more recent papers favor a numerical approach to solving the neighboring extremal 
problem over the more difficult backward sweep method [36]. 
The backward sweep method first proposed by Bryson and Ho [1] requires a high 
accuracy variational solution to the optimal control problem of interest. In many cases, 
mainly due to the complexity of the problem, a variational solution may not be available. 
Direct optimization methods are more easily applied to complex problems. In the current 
approach we develop a numerical solution to the neighboring extremal problem where 
controller gains are generated by analysis of the output from direct optimization. The 
benefit is ease of problem setup, due to the use of direct trajectory optimization instead 
of variational solutions. In Seywald's paper [36], a numerical NOC solution, not the 
backward sweep method, is combined with a variational solution to the optimal control 
problem. We extend this approach to include the use of direct optimization methods 
with inexact control discretizations. With the current approach two main benefits are 
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realized. First, a high-accuracy solution to the optimal control problem is not needed. In 
particular, methods which have a course control discretization can be treated. Second, 
we have developed an automated procedure of generating the neighboring optimal control 
functions of interest. Once a direct solution to the optimal control problem is obtained, 
no additional developments, which are necessary to solve the backward sweep problem, 
are required. 
We begin with a review of the necessary conditions for the variational indirect ap­
proach to generating a NOC algorithm. This discussion follows from Chapter 2. In 
subsequent sections a direct numerical approach to generating a NOC controller is de­
veloped first as a solution to a system of linear algebraic equations and finally as a 
finite difference algorithm. In the final sections we discuss the many implementation 
issues which must be addressed before the algorithm can be setup and run practically 
as a simulation or as a real-time controller. These issues include methods of data stor­
age, time indexing, terminal state control, testing the algorithm, and evaluating overall 
performance. 
3.2 Variational Problem Formulation Control Law Structure 
A neighboring optimal control methodology was first developed by Bryson [10] and 
Kelley [12] for problems with terminal constraints. In their approach optimal trajec­
tories which are close to a nominal optimal trajectory are obtained by minimizing the 
second variation of the performance index which is defined below. First consider the 
problem statement and performance index given in equations (2.1 - 2.3) and assume a 
fixed final time i/. The problem is to find the control function u{t), which minimizes the 
performance index (2.1) subject to plant differential equations (2.2) and to the terminal 
boundary conditions (2.3). In applying the calculus of variations to this problem, equa­
tions (2.2) and (2.3) are adjoined to the performance index by introducing the Lagrange 
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multipliers X { t ) ,  and u. 
J  =  ( j ) [ x { t f ) ]  +  -  x } ] d t  (3.1) 
J t o  
J  is equivalent to (2.1) if (2.2) and (2.3) are satisfied. J  is referred to as the Lagrangian 
function. After some development, and with the substitution of the Hamiltonian function 
defined in (2.9), the first variation of the performance index with respect to variations 
in the control vector u{t) for fixed times Iq and t/ can be expressed as 
~  +  I I ' ( 3 . 2 )  
For fixed end-time problems of the form (2.1 - 2.3), the necessary conditions for optimal 
control given in (2.2- 2.8) are derived by forcing SJ = 0. State and control functions 
which satisfy SJ = 0 are referred to as extremal solutions to the associated optimal 
control problem. 
Next consider trajectories which lie close to the optimal trajectory. A neighboring 
extremal trajectory is desired which will provide a minimum of J given small pertur­
bations in the boundary conditions (2.3). Since we have already established that the 
nominal satisfies SJ = 0, then one way to do this is to determine a Su{t) such that the 
second variation of the performance index is minimized. The second variation of the 
Lagrangian J is defined as 
+ + it, (3,3) 
 ^Ji. 1  ^ J 
In a similar fashion the constraint equations can be expanded to first order to yield 
S x { t o )  =  S x o  S i  =  f x S x  +  f u S u  S i )  =  { i l ) x S x ) t = t f  (3.4) 
The necessary conditions for a minimum of (3.3) subject to (3.4) form a constrained 
linear time-varying two-point boundary value problem. The necessary conditions for 
' f „ d H  
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this auxiliary problem are well-known [1] and can be written as 
Sx  -  fxSx  -h  fuSu ,  5 x { to )  =  
SX =  —HxxSx  — fJSX — HxuSu ,  
0 = HuxSx + f^5X + HuuSu, (3.5) 
S X { t f )  =  [ { ^ x x + { i ^ ' ^ ' ^ x ) x ) S x + l l ) J d u ] t = t j ,  
S i p  =  [ l l > J x ] t ^ t f .  
where Sxo and Sij) are specified. Equations (3.5) are equivalent to a linearization of the 
original first-order necessary conditions about the extremal solution. The coefficients 
arrays fx, /«, and the partials of H such as Hxx and Hxu are obtained numerically or 
in some cases analytically and are evaluated on the extremal trajectory generated from 
solving (3.5). 
When the final time t j  i s  a ,  free parameter, the derivation of the necessary conditions 
for optimal control must reflect variations in tf. In the following derivation, the final 
time tf is treated as a control parameter to be chosen along with the control functions 
u{t). As before, the plant differential constraints and boundary constraints are adjoined 
to the performance index to yield (3.1). Now the differential of J must reflect changes 
in the terminal time tf as well as variations Sx and Su. The differential of J is defined 
as 
(3.6) 
After some development, the differential dJ  can be expressed as 
(3.7) 
where 
S x { t f )  =  d x { t f )  —  x { t f ) d t f .  (3.8) 
and 
$  =  < p { x ,  t )  +  V ^ l j ) { x ,  t )  (3.9) 
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The optimal solution to the free final time version of (2.1-2.3) has the same necessary 
conditions as given in (3.5) but with the additional condition that 
.d^ 
— {-^ + L f)t=tf — 0 (3.10) 
which comes from the first term in (3.7) when dJ = 0. Equation (3.10) provides one 
additional constraint equation which follows from the addition of the free final time 
parameter tj. 
Development of the perturbation equations for a minimum of J follows closely the 
fixe d  f i n a l  t i m e  c a s e  w i t h  t h e  e x c e p t i o n  t h a t  n o w  t h e  p e r t u r b a t i o n  i n  t h e  f i n a l  t i m e  d t j  
must be accounted for. Chain-rule differentiation of (3.9) yields 
£/$ 5$ , , 
so that the differential of the terminal costate boundary conditions becomes 
and the differential of the terminal boundary condition residual becomes 
# = + ^l<=. A (3.13) 
Finally, the total differential of (3.10) yields 
These boundary condition equations are written in terms of differentials d X [ t f )  and 
dx instead of variations SX{tf) and 5x{tf) which is needed in equations (3.6). If the 
substitutions 
d X ( t f )  =  5 X { t f )  +  X { t f ) d t f  
d x { t f )  =  S x { t  f )  +  x { t  f ) d t  f  
are made and if equations (2.4) and (2.6) are used, it can be established that 
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Then the boundary conditions (3.12-3.14) become 
5 X { t f )  dx^  (d^ \T  \ d x )  (dQ. \T  \ d x )  
d i j )  — di l f  dx  0 dip  d t  
0 dx  
(d i l>\T  
\  dt  )  d t  
where 
d t  
S x { t f )  
d v  
d t f  
d f t  d C l  d i j f  d i j )  d i l >  
(3.17) 
(3.18) 
As with the fixed final-time case, neighboring optimal trajectories with free final 
time satisfy the perturbation equations given in (3.5). The only difference is that the 
boundary conditions are different. The last two equations in (3.5) are replaced by (3.17) 
when tf is a. free parameter. 
The problem of calculating neighboring optimal trajectories is essentially a linear 
2-point boundary value problem (2PBVP) given by the first three equations in (3.5), 
(3.17), and (3.18). The nominal trajectory is frozen as input data allowing calculation 
of the vector arrays which appear in (3.5). Given small changes in Sx(to) and/or Si/f, the 
neighboring optimal control Ju(t) and trajectory Sx(t) can be calculated by solving the 
resulting linear time-varying 2PBVP. This method is not easily applied to the problem of 
neighboring optimal feedback, however, because of the numerical computations necessary 
to solve the 2PBVP. In the following section we discuss the problem of optimal feedback 
control. 
Consider the problems of using (3.5) to generate a NOC control law for fixed end-
time problems. One way to determine the control law for neighboring optimal paths is 
the backward sweep method [1] [2]. Although the algorithm is simple in structure, it 
is known to be numerically sensitive, see [14]. The end result is a linear time-varying 
control law of the form 
S u { S x , 5 t p , t )  =  — A i { t ) S x { t )  —  A 2 { i ) S i / j  (3.19) 
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where the time varying matrices Ai(<) and A2{t) are determined by the backward sweep 
method. 
Consider the additional difficulties caused by free final end-time problems. In ad­
dition to the need for solving (3.5) which includes calculation and storage of the time-
varying quantities fx, fu, H^x, etc. the last two equations of (3.5) are replaced by 
(3.17-3.18). Equations (3.5) is still a time-varying linear 2PBVP. We can solve for con­
troller gains as before using a modified backward sweep method or sampled data method. 
However, the use of (3.19) as a linear time varying control law is also complicated by 
the variable final time. In this case some "correction" algorithm must be employed such 
as an estimated time to go correction or, as will be discussed later, an algorithm which 
reduces Sx by choosing an appropriate time index for Ai(t). This algorithm will be 
developed later. 
In the following sections we develop an alternative to the variational approaches 
discussed so far. Direct optimization replaces the indirect variational solution of (2.4-
2.8). The functional form of the control law, given in (3.19), is preserved and higher 
order terms are introduced. 
It is the simplicity and ease of problems setup of direct optimization combined with 
the simplicity of equation (3.19) which motivates the development of numerical solutions 
of matrices Ai(i) and A2{t). By eliminating the need for a variational solution to the 
optimal control problem the process of NOC guidance development is greatly simplified. 
In Chapter 5 we develop a NOC guidance algorithm for a reusable launch vehicle. For 
this problem a variational solution would be very difficult to obtain. 
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3.3 Discrete Parameter / Finite Perturbation Approach 
3.3.1 Discretization and the Principle of Optimality 
In the following sections we develop a purely numerical approach to generate a neigh­
boring optimal control (NOC) algorithm for optimal control problems. In particular we 
seek a simple automated algorithm which makes use of the solution algorithm presented 
in (2.13-2.18) to achieve an approximate time-varying control law such as (3.19). The 
following theoretical developments reflect a knowledge of the non-uniqueness of solutions 
given by theorem (2.1). Both first and second order control laws are developed and two 
solution methodologies are presented. The final sections describe the structural issues 
inherent in implementing the resultant control laws. Two theoretical algorithms are 
given which cover optimal selection of controller time indexing for free final end-time 
problems. 
3.3.2 Problem Statement 
We use the Meyer class of optimal control problem (OCP) as the basis for second-
order neighboring optimal feedback control. The problem is to choose the time varying 
control vector u{t), final time tj, and static parameters p to minimize the scalar cost 
f u n c t i o n  ( f ) { x { t f ) , t f , p ) ,  
min ( f ) { x { t f ) , t f , p ) ,  (3.20) 
subject to the dynamic constraints 
x { t )  =  f { x { t ) , u { t ) , p ) ,  (3.21) 
and subject to the initial and final conditions 
x { t o )  =  X o ,  ^[a:(i/),i/] = 0, (3.22) 
where in (3.20)-(3.22), x { t )  E  i2" is the state vector, u ( t )  G is the control vector, 
t E R is the time, G i2 is the final time and p G is a vector of free static parameters. 
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Conditions (3.21)-(3.22) represent the plant dynamics, initial conditions, and terminal 
conditions respectively, where Xq € -R" is known and ^ E , I < n, represents a vector of 
functions of the terminal conditions. We restrict the following developments to problems 
having no inequality constraints on the state vector x{t), the control vector u{t), or on 
the vector of free parameters p. This assumption will eventually be relaxed for the case 
of pure control inequality constraints under further assumptions described later. 
3.3.3 Solution Algorithm 
Assume a numerical solution to (3.20)-(3.22) is available given the initial state xq 
and initial time to-
[ t } , p ' , u * ( t ) ] = l ^ ( x o , t o )  (3.23) 
Here, 1 /  represents an algorithm which provides the optimal control u * ( t ) ,  the optimal 
final time and the optimal static parameters p* as a function of the initial state and 
time. W can, for example, represent an arbitrary direct solution algorithm for the OCP 
(3.20)-(3.22) such as the DMS algorithm described in Chapter 2. The association here 
of the optimal "control" U with a particular initial state and time is very similar to the 
notion of an optimal return function, J(xo, to), in the context of dynamic programming -
Bryson and Ho [1]. In (3.23) we assume that the initial condition xo uniquely determines 
an optimal control trajectory u*(t) and final time i^ and that u*(t) is a smooth continuous 
f u n c t i o n  o f  x ( t ) .  
We assume that the solution algorithm which produces (3.23) is numerically robust 
and is at least accurate enough to supply a control time history u*(t) which allows the 
dynamic system to meet the boundary conditions of (3.22) given perfect knowledge of 
the dynamics (3.21). We do not require that u*(t) should approach the accuracy of a 
full variational solution to (3.20-3.22). And in general u*(t) may result from a finite 
parameterization such as linear interpolation. 
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3.3.4 Discretization and Storage 
Since the availability of (3.23) may be restricted to approximate solution algorithms 
such as collocation and hence may be numerically expensive, we assume that (3.23) 
can instead be evaluated at a finite set of nodal points in time and that the resulting 
discretized solution can be stored as interpolated input data. Consider the following 
discretization, 
x * ( t ) - ^ x *  i  =  0 , . . . , N  (3.24) 
u * ( f ) ^ <  i  =  0 , . . . , N  (3.25) 
i  =  G , . . . , i V  ( 3 . 2 6 )  
where N  represents a time-equidistant nodal discretization of the nominal solution from 
equation (3.23). Consider thei*'' nodal point. From (3.24-3.26) and from the discussion 
of Conjecture (2.1), we assume that for all points along the nominal trajectory 
(3.27) 
where the (*) indicates the nominal solution. Equation (3.27) suggests that, in general, 
the optimal solution obtained at an interior nodal point extending to the final time may 
n o t  m a t c h  t h e  n o m i n a l  s o l u t i o n  w h i c h  e x t e n d s  f r o m  i  =  0  t o  i  =  N .  
From Conjecture (2.1) we recognize that solutions of (3.27) give different results given 
different starting points. Consider the following nominal solution denoted by the super 
script (*) and also a similar solution to the same problem (3.20-3.22) but starting at an 
interior nodal point of, say i = j. Denote the new solution on j to N with (') above the 
optimized variables and we get 
x * i  i  =  Q , . . . , N  <  i  =  Q , . . . , N  i  =  Q , . . . , N  
X i  i = j , . . . , N  U i  i  =  j , . . . , N  i i  i  =  j , . . . , N  
ViG[l,iV-l] (3.28) 
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It should be obvious that, given the problem statement with fixed initial conditions for 
any j € [1, iV — 1], that 
®j=:j = ®i=j (3.29) 
due to the appearance of fixed initial conditions and the structure of the problem for all 
state values down stream of node j. This is likely not the case, following from Conjecture 
(2.1) or equation (3.27), for the rest of the state trajectory. That is 
®t=L7+i.-'v-il ®t=[j+i,iv-i]- (3.30) 
With respect to the control variables u* and u, we have the same situation except that 
since there is no fixed initial boundary condition on the control, it's value may differ 
even at node j. Or 
^ (3.31) 
These differences, however small, are very important to the discussions which follow. 
3.4 First-Order Formulation 
Consider the structured form of the neighboring optimal control law given by (3.19). 
We expect, given realistic assumptions, that a Taylor series expansion of the control law 
f)niT 1 PP-tt* 
u { h x , t )  =  u \ t )  +  [ ^ ( t ) \ 5 x { t )  + L 8 x ' ' { t ) [ ^ { t ) ] 5 x { t )  + h.o.t. (3.32) 
holds. Equation (3.32) is equivalent to (3.19) with the exclusion of terminal bound­
ary condition sensitivities and the inclusion of higher order terms of the Taylor series 
expansion. 
Given our discretized approach to solving problem (3.20-3.22), we can establish the 
above control expansion at a number of points in time. Following the discretized solution 
of (3.24 - 3.26), we have 
du* 1 
Ui = < + -^{t)5xi + -5xJ[-^{t)]Sxi + h.o.t. (3.33) 
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dt* 1 d^t* 
Pi = Pi + + ^ •°-^-
where in (3.33)-(3.35), 
S x i  =  X i  —  X * ,  i G [0, iV — 1] (3.36) 
Equations (3.33)-(3.35) are vahd for i = 0,..., AT — 1. The expansions do not hold at 
i = N since perturbations in are not allowed at the final time; this corresponds to a 
lack of controllability at the final time and cannot be avoided. 
3.4.1 Solution as a Linear System 
In the following we seek a solution to the first-order portion of (3.33-3.35) using the 
available discretized solution of (3.23). Consider the first order portion of (3.33-3.35) 
using Sxi as a state perturbation of the form 
Sxi = [Sxi,Sx2,...,Sxn]J iG[0, iV-1], (3.37) 
where i  is the nodal location at which the state perturbation is specified. We propose 
to assemble n linearly independent state perturbations of the form (3.37) at each nodal 
location i 6 [0, iV — 1], It follows from (3.33-3.35) that each individual perturbation 
vector Sxi should satisfy the linear form of control law given by, 
d u  
U i { S x i , t i )  =  U i { t i )  -H [ — { t i ) ] i 5 x i ,  i e [ 0 , N  - 1 ]  (3.38) 
or 
diL 
Sui = [-^iSxi, i£[0,N -1] (3.39) 
If we define n linearly  i n dependent state perturbations Sxi or 
AXj = 2G[0, iV —1] (3.40) 
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and the resulting control vectors 
AUi = [5ui,Su2,.  . .  ,5un]i ,  i G [ 0 ,  i V  — 1 ]  ( 3 . 4 1 )  
then equation (3.39) can be written in matrix form 
diL 
m = (3.42) 
so that 
(3.43) 
From (3.43) we see why the chosen n  perturbation vectors [Ao:,], i  E [0, iV — 1], must be 
linearly independent. Similar expressions can allow calculation of the other sensitivities 
l^].- = (3.44) 
and 
[^]i  = AT, ,AXr'-  (3.45) 
In each case the state perturbation matrix is the same and does not need to be recalcu­
lated or inverted more than once. 
Equations (3.43-3.45) must be computed at all nodal points on the nominal trajectory 
i.e. i = 0, N — 1 except of course at the final point where would not exist. In 
computing i  e  [0, iV - 1], we have two choices; i) we could specify [5a;,]fc at each 
and every nodal location and resolve the n perturbed solutions at each location or, ii) we 
could solve the n problems once at i = 0 and use downstream information, i.e., resulting 
perturbations at nodes i -f- 1 to i = JV — 1, to solve for Aa;,-, i E [1, JV — 1]. Both 
techniques have advantages and disadvantages. 
Consider case ii above, the use of a single set of n  linearly independent state pertur­
bations at the initial time to. We are guaranteed a solution to (3.43-3.45) at i = 0 simply 
because we have direct control over AXq. However, the resulting state perturbations 
"down stream" of to may not always be nonsingular or linearly independent. Certainly 
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for some simple optimal control problems this is not an issue but for systems which 
display dissipative effects or which contain states which tend to quickly correct back to 
their nominal paths regardless of the control values, this is a very important problem. 
Choosing to resolve the problem at each and every temporal node easily fixes the 
problem of solving equation (3.43-3.45). In fact, if state perturbations are chosen consis­
tently, then the solution to the state perturbation matrix AX~^ can be made just once 
for the entire problem. However, following from the discussion of theorem (2.1) we find 
that, the control expansion (3.33-3.35) no longer holds for z ^ 0. In short, by resolving 
the system from an interior temporal node point the remaining solution both has a new 
control value and has a new final-time associated with the new solution. From a prac­
tical point of view this problem could be ignored with the current solution technique. 
Consider that the effects of theorem (2.1) are small and that equations (3.33-3.35) could 
easily be "offset" by computing a new nominal u* for each calculation point. The state 
values remain unchanged and the gain functions such as [|^]j will be at least close to 
the correct values. In this case we have a control expression with some built in "drift". 
This issue will be discussed further in the following sections. 
One additional problem with equations (3.33-3.35) is that there is no way to choose 
a set of perturbed state vectors (3.40) which is symmetric about the nominal or (*) 
trajectory. For the first-order gains of (3.38) we must have n independent vectors. The 
system of equations would become singular if we tried to prescribe perturbations on 
b o t h  s i d e s  o f  t h e  n o m i n a l .  F o r  e x a m p l e  a  s e t  o f  s t a t e  p e r t u r b a t i o n s  S x  —  [ —  
where Sxi is an arbitrary state perturbation vector, would cause equation 3.43 to become 
singular. 
3.4.2 First-Order Finite-Difference Solution 
A preferred method of computing the gain matrices in equations (3.33-3.35) involves 
the use of standard finite difference expressions instead of the system of equations given 
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by (3.33-3.35). Finite difference equations allow greater flexibility in the computation 
of controller gain functions. Single elements of the gain matrix (3.43) can be computed 
instead of an "all at once computation". Also, using finite difference expressions we 
are able to choose perturbations which are collinear or perturbations which lie on a 
common direction in x. This can not be done with the linear systems method because 
a singularity would result in equation (3.43). 
The ability to solve for [ d u / d x ]i  in equations (3.43-3.45) using perturbations only at 
the initial time, as was shown in the previous section, is not possible with finite difference 
expressions because the state and control variations which result are, in general, not 
predictable and don't fit the functional form of individual finite difference equations 
down stream of the initial perturbation. 
We begin with equation (3.32). The Taylor series expansion of (3.32) can be trun­
cated to first order 
du* 
u { t )  =  u * { t )  - ( -  - ^ { t ) 5 x { t ) .  (3.46) 
o x  
We again use the discretized set of solutions obtained using a direct optimization method 
such as in equations (2.13-2.18) which results in equations (3.38-3.39). Where in these 
equations N denotes a predetermined equidistant set of points in time at which the 
continuous solution has been sampled. At each nodal point, i, we may approximate 
the coefficients in [ff]i as finite difference expressions under the assumption that Ui is a 
smooth and continuous function of from equation (3.23) and its assumptions. 
Computation of the stared quantities in (3.33)-(3.35) can be realized through suc­
cessive numerical computations of U{xi,ti) using a direct optimization method. The 
following standard finite-difference equations are used to approximate the linear gain 
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functions of (3.33-3.35) as follows. 
^ first-order forward difference 
first-order backward difference (3-47) 
u(x. +Aa:,)-u(ij -Ai,)) fipst-order central difference 12^07) I 
where in (3.47) u ( x * -t-As,) can represent a solution providing information about u ( t ) ,  t / ,  
and p. The finite difference expression is the same in each case. The necessary number 
of solutions U is independent of the size of u[t) or p since all of these are provided for any 
given solution of U{x* 4- Aa:,). The choice of |Aa:,|, or perturbation size, should reflect 
the known or expected accuracy of W(s,',i,) based on the employed solution algorithm. 
Scaling of As,- is considered below. 
Once a discretized set of trajectory functions has been computed the resulting input 
data can be stored as continuous functions of time using interpolation. All subsequent 
developments assume that x*{t), •u*(i), and have been generated from 
(3.23-3.47) and are stored using interpolation. 
3.5 Second-Order Formulation 
We recognize that the first-order neighboring optimal control algorithm applies only 
to a limited range of state perturbation 5x. Although the algorithm may still operate at 
larger and larger distances, Sx, from the nominal, considerable performance degradation 
can be expected. By including the second-order terms in (3.32), we expect that the 
algorithm may be better suited to operating conditions farther from the nominal. The 
tradeoff is increased complexity and increased numerical cost necessary to generate the 
algorithm. 
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3.5.1 Solution as a Linear System 
From equations (3.37-3.45) a similar derivation can be setup which solves for both 
linear and quadratic gain functions simultaneously. We begin by expanding the terms 
of the matrix of second-order partials from equation (3.33). 
d x \ t )  ] 5 x  —  [  S x 2  S X r j  
d'^u^ 
d x i d x i  d x i d x 2  
O^U} 
d x i d x n  
d ^ U }  
d x 2 d x i  d X 2 d X 2  d x 2 d x n  
d^ui 
d x n d x i  d X n 9 3 ^ 2  d x n d x f i  
S x i  
5 x 2  
S X n  
(3.48) 
Where, the n  x n  matrix in (3.48) represents a symmetric matrix of second-order gain 
functions. Equation (3.48) may be expanded as follows 
+ 2{^Sx,Sx, + ... + £^Sx,Sx„)+ (3.49) d x 2 d x 2  
d x n d x „ ^ X n S X n  
where all terms have been grouped according to their corresponding state perturbations. 
Using the ordering of terms, we can define 
d u  
d x  
d^u 
dx'^ 
=  [ A U * { t ) ] [ A X * { t ) ] - ' - (3.50) 
where 
and 
AU' = [(Jlii, SU2, . . ., (3.51) 
A X  — S X 2 ,  • . • , ^®i(n2+3n)] (3.52) 
In (3.51-3.52) the numerical subscript represents the linearly independent perturba­
tion of the optimal control problem and i represents the nodal location at which the 
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state perturbations are a,pplied. The total number of required state perturbations is 
^(^2 + 371) X (JV - 1) (3.53) 
where iV — 1 represents the total number of nodal points at which the calculation is 
applied. N is the number of discretization intervals. The coefficients on the left hand 
side of (3.50) are structured as a vector with the following form. 
d u ]  d u t  d ^ u t  
dxi  '  '  '  dxn'  2dx\  '  '  '  29^^ '  dxidx2 '  '  '  dxidxn'  dxidxz  '  '  '  dx2dxn '  '  '  9xn-idxn 
i T  
(3.54) 
The vector of perturbed state values are also structured in this way, 
(JaJi . . . S x i S x 2 . . . S x i S x „ ,  S x 2 S x 3 . . . S x 2 S X n - - - S x „ ^ i S x „  
(3.55) 
Equation (3.50) can be evaluated as long as AX*(<)~^ exists. 
As with the first order formulation, we must choose between applying a single set 
of state perturbations at the initial time and applying state perturbations at every 
calculation point i = [OjiV — 1]. By choosing the former we have no guarantee that the 
system of equations will remain non-singular. In the case of the ladder we must account 
for the change in solution from equation (3.27). 
3.5.2 Second-Order Finite-Difference Solution 
Equations (3.33-3.35) can be solved approximately using both first and second-order 
differencing equations. The second-order expressions for second-order gain elements are 
as follows. 
d^u' ^ u(x'+2Axi)—2u(x'+Axi )+it(x') 




u{x' +Aa;*4-Aa;p—u(3:*+Ax; — Azj)—u(x*—Ax; + A x j  ) + u ( x ' — A x i  — A x j )  
|4Ax,'Axj| 
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Table 3.1 Computational requirements 
Quantity Required number of Solutions 






2 n  
2n{n — 1) 
2 n  
Total (>t-l)(n-2) 271^ -)- 2,71 "t" 1 2 
where in (3.56) both forward and central differences are shown. Following from, the 
first-order analysis, we find that the finite-difference solution to equations (3.33-3.35) 
must be realized at each calculation point since "down stream" information does not, in 
general, fit the functional form of (3.56-3.57). 
The numerical requirements of the finite-difference solutions are always higher than 
the equivalent linear systems solution. Table 3.1 shows the number of open-loop solutions 
required to solve for the respective gain matrices. 
3.6 Numerical Algorithm 
An algorithm which assembles and solves open-loop optimal control problems has 
been formulated for the finite-difference solution to the NOC algorithm. Because of the 
numerical process which generates the needed finite-difference solutions, the solution 
process can be greatly streamlined. We can separate this solution algorithm into the 
following steps. 
1. Obtain a suitable nominal solution. 
2. Decide which state variables need to be analyzed. 
3. Decide on the best size for the state perturbations. 
4. Generate a catalog of needed data points. 
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5. Filter the catalog for repeated solutions. 
6. Obtain solutions using interpolation of the nominal as a starting point. 
7. Use warm start if possible, an NPSOL [19] option. 
8. Use finite-difference formula to determine the desired gain functions. 
In step 1) above, it is necessary to find a solution which satisfies the assumptions made 
on the optimal control problem from equations (3.20-3.22). We also require that there 
be no state or state/control inequality constraints imposed on the problem. Although 
we do allow strict control inequality constraints, these constraints need to be analyzed 
carefully following the discussion in Chapter 5. 
Step 2) of the solutions algorithm is optional for any problem. Any problem may 
contain state variables for which there are little or no controller sensitivity. Some states 
such as penalty functions are added to the dynamic system so that the problem can be 
stated in Mayer form. These states may be excluded as guidance states. By selecting and 
eliminating these states, however unnecessary, the overall computational requirements 
are greatly reduced. Not eliminating such state variables results in zero elements or rows 
in the resulting gain vectors. 
Determination of a proper step size in step (3) is an extremely important aspect of 
the NOC algorithm. Typically the overall accuracy of a given solution algorithm should 
be known apriori. Equations (3.58-3.59) are based on the observed variation in control 
and static parameters during the optimization process. By following the criterion of 
equation (3.59), a suitable finite-difference step size can be maintained. If care is not 
used during this step the algorithm may produce smooth yet incorrect gain functions or 
may produce erratic functions displaying numerical noise. In general the gain functions 
generated using this algorithm are susceptible to inaccuracies in the open-loop optimal 
control algorithm at the beginning of the problem near to. This is due in part to 
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the number of parameters which describe the problem and the search algorithm used. 
Towards the end of the problem we find that the individual solutions are simpler in form 
(fewer parameters) yet more sensitive to perturbation step size. Indeed, as calculations 
are performed close to the final time we find that the perturbation size decreases rapidly. 
This problem reflects the terminal control issues for this problem and can not be avoided 
given the fixed boundary conditions (2.15). 
Once the required state perturbations and perturbation magnitudes have been iden­
tified then a catalog of needed runs can be formed. Depending on the type of analysis 
performed, there is significant opportunity to eliminate duplicate runs. For example if 
first-order forward differencing is to be combined with second-order central differencing 
then all of the needed solutions for the first order formula are duplicated by the second-
order formula. Likewise if central differencing is used then careful selection of the step 
size causes duplicate runs to be generated. The benefit is a reduction of the overall 
computing cost. 
Because of the numerical method being used, a constrained parameter optimization 
method, we find that as long as perturbations are kept relatively small that a so-called 
"warm start" optimization may be used. The term warm start refers to an NPSOL 
[19] option where second-order or Hessian information is maintained from problem to 
p r o b l e m .  A  w a r m  s t a r t  m a y  b e  u s e d  f o r  a l l  p e r t u r b e d  s o l u t i o n s  a t  e a c h  n o d a l  l o c a t i o n  i .  
Use of this option gives a substantial reduction of the number of iterations necessary for 
convergence. Exceptions occur when a perturbed-state solution causes a change in the 
set of active constraints for the problem, such as a marginally active control inequality 
constraint which is sensitive to changes in initial conditions. 
Once all necessary runs have been generated, the data can be post filtered using the 
finite-difference expressions (3.47-3.56,3.57). Resulting gain functions are stored as 1-D 
lookup tables with time as the independent variable. 
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3.7 Choice of Finite-Difference Interval 
Equations (3.47) rely on a choice of Axi for accuracy. It is important to note that, 
in general, large perturbations are needed at the beginning of the problem and small 
perturbations are needed at the end of the problem. It is therefore advantageous to con­
tinuously scale the perturbations Aajj such that the magnitude of the resulting control 
perturbations is constant for i = 1,7V — 1. Consider the following criteria. We require 
that state perturbations A®,- result in control perturbations smaller than a predeter­
mined 
Sxi -> ||^tt|| < SUmax (3.58) 
where Sumax reflects the expected control perturbations given the problem to be solved. 
It is expected that the calculation of controller gains will be performed sequentially 
on i = [1, iV — 1] and that to meet the requirements of (3.58) that the state perturbations 
A®i will continuously decrease as i N — 1. Therefore we may require that 
A®,.|.i = 0.55xi (3.59) 
whenever equation (3.58) is violated. Sumax should reflect the relative scaling of the 
control function u{t) and the expected magnitude of control perturbations which exist 
for the problem. 
3.8 Implementation of Algorithm 
3.8.1 Controller Time Indexing 
The basic neighboring optimal control algorithm requires the assumption of an index 
time t such that the controller expression can be evaluated. Using the running time 
t of the nominal solution presents two basic problems: 1) An inappropriate controller 
time index, t, may lead to unsuitably large state perturbations, and 2) The total time 
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duration of the real-time solution may exceed that of the stored NOC state, control, and 
gain time functions. Two methods are proposed which correct these problems. 
3.8.2 Iterative Time Correction 
Consider the controller gain expression (3.38). An estimate of the final time may be 
obtained by using, 
dt* 1 
E [ t j ]  =  t ) { t )  4- ^ { t ) S x { t )  -f (3.60) 
where in (3.60), E \ t j ]  is an estimate of the final time based on a guess of the current 
time t. Equation (3.60) may be used iteratively using 
t '  =  E [ t j \ - t ,  (3.61) 
where tc is the running clock time for the problem along the nominal trajectory. Several 
successive evaluations of (3.60) and (3.61) can be used to correct the running time index 
on a periodic basis. 
With respect to real-time control it is assumed that the correction algorithm above 
can be executed iteratively moments before to- This requires only that the initial condi­
tions x{to) be known. It is recognized that if the initial conditions are exactly xq or at 
least lie on x*(t) then the estimated remaining time duration can be computed exactly 
using (3.60). 
In addition a choice can be made regarding how often equation (3.60) should be used. 
This depends on the difficulty of the problem and the available computational resources. 
3.8.3 Minimum Norm Time Correction 
Alternatively, the final time tj may be estimated by solving an auxiliary parameter 
optimization problem which seeks a minimum of the norm of the perturbed state vector 
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8 x .  We propose to search possible values of the gain time index t  such that 
mm||(Ja:(<)|| = ||s(<) - a:*(t)|| (3.62) 
This is very beneficial for the neighboring optimal control algorithm because we assume 
t h a t  t h e  c o n t r o l l e r  w o r k s  b e s t  f o r  s m a l l  v a l u e s  o f  5 x .  
Problem (3.62), as with equations (3.60)-(3.61), may be solved periodically based on 
the available computer resources. The solution of (3.62) is independent of the control 
process, and hence may be applied to any number of points along the real-time trajectory. 
The frequency of time update is a matter of fine-tuning and may vary greatly from 
problem to problem. In general, the performance of the neighboring optimal control 
algorithm is enhanced when the time correction algorithms are executed as often as 
possible. 
Execution of the NOC algorithm as a simulation or in real-time requires mainly the 
storage of trajectory information to be retrieved on demand. We have chosen to use 
fast 1-D table lookup algorithms [20] where the raw data, i.e. stored NOC controller 
functions, have first been interpolated using quadratic or cubic spline functions and 
then stored using high resolution linear interpolation. State trajectory information is 
also treated in this way. Control time histories may also be stored in this way if there are 
no discontinuities of the control function or its derivatives. Exemptions would include 
bang-bang control or controls which transition to and from constraint boundaries. 
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4 ANALYTICAL EXAMPLE PROBLEM: THE ZERMELO 
OPTIMAL CONTROL PROBLEM 
In this chapter we explore the performance and robustness of the numerical neigh­
boring optimal control (NOC) algorithm developed in Chapter 3. The NOC algorithm 
is tested on a simple optimal control problem having a known analytical solution, the 
Zermelo problem. Using an available analytical solution to the open-loop problem, we 
setup and solve the Zermelo optimal control problem as a working closed-loop NOC con­
trol law. Although we can also solve this problem numerically using the direct optimal 
control solution algorithm of Chapter 2, the more accurate exact solution is used so that 
the performance of the NOC algorithm can be judged separately from the additional 
inaccuracies of the direct solution algorithm. However, we do provide a comparison 
between the gain functions developed by both solutions algorithms. 
The NOC algorithm, along with supporting algorithms such as time correction and 
interpolation, are implemented in Simulink [37] for closed-loop simulation. The overall 
package serves as a testbed for NOC simulation for this problem and for the application 
problem of Chapter 5. Control laws are developed apriori. In the case of the Zermelo 
problem, we use an exact solution algorithm combined with the finite-difference solutions 
of Chapter 3 in development of the closed-loop NOC controller. 
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4.1 Problem Statement 
We use the problem statement and analytic solution given in Chapter 2 equations 
(2.31-2.41). The solution of equations (2.38-2.39) is realized using an iterative Newton 
method. We accept the converged solution as the analytical solution in the developments 
that follow. A plot of the nominal solution is given in Figures 2.1- 2.3. We seek a 
closed-loop control law which can operate in the immediate neighborhood of the chosen 
nominal. 
4.2 Control Law Evaluation 
Performance evaluations of a closed-loop NOC algorithm are divided into two cat­
egories, controller performance and robustness. Controller performance, as a measure­
ment, should describe how well the NOC algorithm approximates the performance of 
a "best possible" control law. For this to be credible, the closed-loop control law is 
compared to an available open-loop solution to the optimal control problem or, in case 
of Zermelo's problem, the exact solution. The performance parameter here is minimum 
time to complete a trajectory from a given starting point. For Zermelo's problem, the 
closed-loop performance will be evaluated at the time of closest approach to the terminal 
conditions because, as with all closed-loop simulations, some terminal error is expected. 
Robustness evaluations determine how well the algorithm performs under off-nominal 
conditions and, in the case of a controller failure, whether or not the algorithm fails. 
Terminal control issues or "miss distance" are important for this class of control law 
because of the tendency for control authority to diminish as the terminal conditions are 
approached. Also of importance is the possibility of controller failures due to unforeseen 
conditions. This is especially important during extreme off-nominal situations where 
gain scheduling and control law evaluation become problematic. 
Controller performance and robustness of the closed-loop NOC simulation are eval­
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uated subject to a variety of ofT-nominal conditions and controller parameters which are 
described below. For all comparisons total time for the trajectory and miss distance at 
the terminal condition are evaluated. 
4.3 Controller Evaluation 
The neighboring optimal control (NOC) algorithm is affected by a number of different 
design choices which occur both before and after closed-loop simulation. The algorithm 
is essentially a two-step process where time-varying gains are computed "off-line" via nu­
merical differencing, and stored for use "on-line" during closed-loop operation. Off-line 
parameters are considered first - these parameters reflect the optimal control techni-
cian"'s choice of nominal and perturbed solutions, as well as the parameters used in the 
optimization process. On-line parameters are considered last; these parameters reflect 
the operating strategy of the NOC algorithm once controller gains have been generated 
and stored. 
4,3.1 Precomputation of Gain Functions 
The generation of gain functions for NOC control algorithms can be broken down into 
three separate steps. The first is to select a suitable baseline solution (nominal solution) 
which establishes a desired or reference trajectory. The second is selection of perturbed 
solutions (trajectory perturbations) about the nominal. The third is the discretization 
density or sampling frequency of the optimal open-loop trajectory information. Only 
trajectory perturbations and sampling frequency are considered in the sequel; a single 
nominal trajectory is used to gauge all results. This is done only to limit the number 
of possible effects which govern controller performance. Trajectory perturbations are 
selected according to the formulas given in equations (3.47,3.56-3.57). Several different 
perturbation sizes were used with similar results. Because the solution algorithm is 
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essentially an exact algorithm the finite difference expressions are accurate over a large 
range of AX, see equations (3.47,3.56-3.57). Finite difference perturbation size becomes 
more of an issue when coupled to an approximate direct solution algorithm. This issue 
is treated in detail in Chapter 5. 
4.3.2 Discretization Density 
Discretization density determines the number of points at which the nominal tra­
jectory is sampled and at which the NOC gains are computed. We choose 20, 10, and 
5 discrete sample points to demonstrate the effect of discretization density on the con­
troller performance and robustness. We take care to distinguish discretization density 
from perturbation step size. The two quantities are totally separate regardless of the 
algorithm used or the problem to be solved. Discretization density is also independent 
of the number of control intervals used in the direct solution algorithm of chapter 2. 
When using finite difference formuli to solve for the time varying neighboring optimal 
control expressions, it is possible to generate any number of calculation points (dis­
cretization density), however it may be unnecessary to do so because ultimately these 
time varying functions can be adequately approximated using fewer calculation points 
(lower discretization density) and interpolation. The computational savings can be very 
high. 
4.3.3 Controller Time Index Correction 
The controller time index is the time of evaluation for state, control, and gain func­
tions with respect the nominal trajectory time. Since the total trajectory time for 
closed-loop operation is rarely the same as that of the nominal trajectory a time correc­
tion or bias is calculated periodically. The controller time index correction, is discussed 
in detail in the Section 3.5 Essentially, a time index correction algorithm is executed at 
periodic intervals during closed-loop simulation. Several methods for time index correc­
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tion are considered. They are the non-iterative update both first and second-order, the 
iterative update (also both first and second-order), and the minimum distance update. 
Each time correction method is used periodically during closed-loop simulation; the time 
period varies between 0.1 and 1.0 seconds and is constant during each closed-loop sim­
ulation. The updated time index for the closed-loop NOC algorithm is delayed using 
a first order lag with a time constant of 1/25^'' of a second. This is used to prevent 
discontinuities in the controller functions which can prevent successful integration of the 
equations of motion. The time constant for this first order delay was chosen to suit the 
current problem and is essentially arbitrary. This lag time is constant for all numerical 
experiments. 
4.3.4 Closed-loop Controller Operation 
All closed-loop simulation is accomplished using a Simulink [37] description of both 
the differential system of equations and the algebraic NOC controller equations. A 
Runge-Kutta fourth/fifth order integration formula is used with variable stepsize selec­
tion. The tolerance parameters are held constant for all simulations; relative error for 
the integration is set at 1 x 10~^° for all simulations. As per the discussion in the previous 
section, the trajectory is allowed to continue until after the point of closest approach; 
the trajectory is then back sampled to determine the point of closest approach using a 
cubic spline description of the output data. The cubic spline functions are then used, 
along with a one-dimensional minimization, to find the point of closest approach. 
4.3.5 Storage of Time-Varying Quantities 
After all computations are complete the nominal trajectory information and NOC 
gain functions are stored first using a cubic spline function having 20, 10, and 5 break 
points, respectively, to match the discretization densities above. Then the cubic spline 
function is sampled using 1000 break points and stored as a linearly interpolated 1-D 
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data table. The reason for this two-step interpolation process is to accommodate the 
rapid lookup of trajectory and controller information during closed-loop simulation. 
4.4 Numerical Results 
The following results reflect the application of the neighboring optimal control al­
gorithms developed in the previous sections. The problem statement and analytical 
solution to Zermelo's problem can be found in equations (2.31-2.42). The algorithms for 
generation of the closed-loop gain functions are developed in detail in Chapter 3. The al­
gorithm for closed-loop simulation of both problem dynamics and NOC control has been 
implemented in Simulink [37], a graphical user interface for control system design and 
simulation. The algorithm for neighboring optimal control is displayed as a schematic 
in block diagram form in Figures 4.1-4.2. Figure 4.1 shows the top level of the NOC 
algorithm and simulation. The equations of motion or plant model is contained in block 
number (1). In this case the equations of motion are described by a single input/vector 
output block. The input or control for the Zermelo problem is the angle 9(t) and the 
output are x{t) and y(i); initial conditions for »(io) and y{to) can be set inside this 
block. Mathematically the plant model is described by a C-code representation of the 
plant dynamics; the Simulink system contains the algorithm for numerical integration 
of the plant model block. 
In the lower right of Figure 4.1, block number 2 contains the algorithm for neighboring 
optimal control. This block has been expanded in detail in Figure 4.2. Block number 2 
is a purely algebraic description of the NOC algorithm. The entire block is comprised of 
sub-units available from the Simulink linear and nonlinear controls library. Such blocks 
as one-dimensional table lookups are used to store nominal state, control, and gain time 
functions. Linear algebra blocks are used to implement the first and second-order NOC 
algorithms. Other blocks, such as the periodic time correction algorithm, are described 
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Zermelo plant model and guidance block 
using neighboring optimal control combined 
with a time correction algorithm. 
BLOCK 1 
Clock Time 
Accelerated Equations of Motion 
Control Response BLOCK 2 
BLOCK 3 time 
Control Delay 
and Saturation State Vector 
Neighboring Optimal 
Guidance Block 
Figure 4.1 Neighboring optimal control algorithm - top level 
using the Matlab programming language. 
Notice in Figure 4.2 that all of the blocks which make up the NOC algorithm are 
algebraic in nature. We assume that the algorithm can be run at each instant in time 
without a time delay. This assumption will be studied further in the following chapters. 
Hence block number 3 of Figure 4.1 is not used for the current problem; it may contain 
nonlinear saturation and time delay effects for the simulation of more complicated prob­
lems or to model the computational speed of a flight computer. Figure 4.2 describes the 
computation of the control command 6{t) (lower left) given real time t and current state 
x{t) and y{t) (upper left). In Figure 4.2 the algorithm first computes the controller time 
index (lower right). The algorithm then uses the controller time index to compute the 
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Neighborint Optimal Control 
Algorithm with Periodic Time Correction 
Clock Time 
Running time + bias 










Control, Theta Nominal State 
Control logic 
Mux 
Figure 4.2 Neighboring optimal control algorithm - second level 
nominal state, nominal control, and nominal control functions. The current control 9 { t )  
is then calculated and returned. 
4.4.1 Discretization Density and Trajectory Following 
The effect of discretization density on controller performance can be demonstrated 
by closed-loop tracking of the nominal solution using controllers derived with several 
different sampling frequencies. This is done in the following development. Discretization 
densities of 5, 10, and 20 nodes are used to sample trajectory information which is in 
turn used to compute gain functions. In the results that follow, no time index correction 
algorithm is used so that only discretization effects can be observed. 
We begin with the precomputation of gain functions shown in Figures 4.3-4.4. Two 
first-order gain functions are shown as cubic spline functions in time (similar plots for 
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5,10, 20 Node Comparison - First-Order Gains 
5 Node Gain Function 
10 Node Gain Function 
— 20 Node Gain Function 
Final Time 
o Last Calculation Point 
Time t, sec 
Figure 4.3 First-order gain - (t) 
5,10, 20 Node Comparison - First-Order Gains 
5 Node Gain Function 
10 Node Gain Function 
— 20 Node Gain Function 
Final Time 
o Last Calculation Point 
Time t, sec 
Figure 4.4 First-order gain - |^(f) 
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20, 50 Node Comparison - First-Order Gains 
o 50 Node Gain Function 




Time t, sec 
Figure 4.5 First-order gain - 20/50 node comparison 
5 Node Nominal + Simulation Results 
o Exact Nominal 
5 Node Spline of Nominal 






Figure 4.6 Ground track comparison 
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o Exact Nominal Control 
5 Node Spline of Nominal 
— Closed-Loop Tracking 
100 
80 
Time t, sec 
Figure 4.7 Control comparison 
5,10, 20 Node Comparison - Control Perturbation 
/ \ 
' \ 
— 20 Node Control Perturbation 
— 10 Node Control Perturbation 
- 5 Node Control Perturbation 
2 3 4 
Time t, sec 
Figure 4.8 Control perturbations 
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higher order gain functions are similar in nature but not shown). In both figures the final 
time is represented by a vertical dotted line. Two interesting points can be made. First, 
it is known that the gain functions will approach infinity as the final time is approached. 
This is because of the terminal boundary conditions. At t = tf, state perturbations can 
not be allowed and hence the neighboring optimal control expression becomes singular. 
Because of this no calculation is made at or near tj. Lower node densities lead to a final 
calculation point which is significantly removed from the final time i/. In Figure 4.3 we 
see that the 20 node spline function does the best job of approximating a gain function 
that would otherwise approach infinity at tj. Second, best seen in Figure 4.4, lower 
node densities tend to smear out features that are caught by higher node densities. The 
gain function in Figure 4.4 goes through an inflection at 4.5 seconds. The 5 node cubic 
interpolation of this function completely misses this behavior. The 10 node interpolation 
begins to show the inflection behavior but has quite a large error near tj. As expected 
the 20 node interpolant shows the best agreement. A comparison between a 20 node 
cubic spline function and a 50 node gain function calculation in Figure 4.5 shows good 
agreement very close to tf. It is important to note that all gain functions which appear 
in the sequel are truncated at the final time by using cubic spline functions which extend 
beyond the time at which a final gain calculation has been made. 
The effect of insufficient node discretization can be seen in Figure 4.6 which shows the 
results of a closed-loop simulation using gain functions derived from a 5 node sampling of 
the nominal solution. It is very important to show that in Figure 4.6 the exact nominal, 
shown as circle data points, and the cubic spline of the nominal do not agree very well. 
This means that the stored nominal may not, and in fact probably does not, satisfy 
the differential differential equations given in the problem statement. There are too few 
data points on which to base an interpolating function. The closed-loop response, as 
expected, seems to wander about the nominal. Similar effects, shown in Figure 4.7, are 
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Figure 4.9 Miss distance in ®(fo) with no time correction 
nominal solution, all of the error can be attributed to discretization error. This includes 
discretization of gain functions, nominal state functions and control functions. 
In Figure 4.8 the control perturbation, plots for each closed-loop trajectory following 
problem are given. As expected the lower node counts lead to control perturbations (a 
perfect solution would have zero control deflection here) with increased control deflec­
tions. Again it is important to note that because the closed-loop simulation is started 
on the nominal solution that the effects are solely due to discretization error. The 20 
node solution shown in Figure 4.8 has a near zero control deflection and also meets the 
terminal boundary conditions very well. 20 node discretizations will be used for the 
remainder of this study unless otherwise stated. 
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Figure 4.10 Miss distance in y{to) with no time correction 
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Figure 4.12 Performance vs. y ( t o )  with no time correction 
4.4.2 Off-Nominal Operation With No Time Correction 
The following results show the effect of operating the NOC algorithm under off-
nominal conditions without continuously correcting for the effects of a variable final 
end-time. In particular, performance degradation and robustness are adversely affected 
by the fact that the closed-loop and nominal trajectories may be far apart. 
In Figures 4.9-4.10 we plot the minimum miss distance (the system is being driven 
to the origin) vs initial starting location in x(to) and y(fo) for a variety of trajectory 
starting points. In Figure 4.9, initial values of ®(to) which are less than the nominal 
x(fo) = 4.8863 lead to total trajectory durations less than the nominal tf = 5.6935 
seconds. Since there is no time correction this leads to a situation where the time index 
for the NOC algorithm is always less than the real time. Hence in this situation, data 
points to the left of the nominal s(to) = 4.8863 indicate that the second-order controller 
works best. As expected the second-order control algorithm is able to function while 
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farther away from the nominal solution. For data points which lie beyond x( t o )  = 4.8863 
the inverse is true. This situation is far worse from an algorithmic point of view because 
gain functions and nominal trajectory information are being evaluated at a time index 
which is closer and closer to the final time. In Figure 4.9 we see two important trends. 
First, as the initial starting point becomes greater than a:(4o) = 4.8863 that the second-
order controller seems to perform best (by a small margin) until about a:(to) = 5.4 
sec. Then as x(to) is pushed higher the second-order algorithm fails first. In general 
the second-order controller will exhibit this behavior due to increased sensitivity of the 
control expression combined with the increasing gain functions near a gain time index 
approaching t/. Figure 4.10 shows the same trends with respect to changes in initial 
l/(to)- The total trajectory time changes rapidly in this case and accordingly the results 
exaggerate this. Miss distances in Figure 4.10 are roughly 10 times higher than on 
the previous figure due in most part to the sensitivity of the control algorithm to an 
incorrect controller time index. The excessive scattering evident in Figures 4.9-4.12 are 
due to the fact that the gain time index has gone beyond tj and as a consequence the 
controller expressions have broken down; controller expressions are held in memory as 
cubic spline functions and for times greater than t/ these cubic spline functions are 
extrapolated. Management of the controller gain time index will be taken into account 
in later developments. 
Acceptable miss distances at the terminal time are observed only in a few instances 
which are close to the nominal trajectory. This must be true not only with points in 
the X - y plane but also in time. Even if the algorithm is started from a state position 
directly on the nominal, the algorithm will still result in unacceptable miss distances 
if the controller time index is off. This stands as the most important aspect to NOC 
algorithm operation. 
Figures 4.11-4.12 demonstrate these effects on total performance. In Figures 4.11-
4.12 the overall performance (total time until closest approach) is plotted with respect 
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to ofF-nominal initial conditions. Figure 4.11 shows perturbations in the initial a:(io) 
location. Notice that the total performance for each of the controllers is almost identical. 
However, these total times are obtained at the expense of large miss distances for most 
data points to the left and to the right of the nominal ®(^o)- Controller performance for 
data points to the far right of the nominal x{to) = 4.8863 show diminished performance. 
Again these points represent a situation where the controller has "run out of gains" and 
has essentially failed. 
Figure 4.12, which is a more extreme test of time indexing for the algorithm, shows 
considerably more controller failures. From a standpoint of performance the first order 
controllers are more robust to this effect only because they are less sensitive to the 
exponentially increasing gain functions at the end of the trajectory. 
Depending on the application, operation of the NOC algorithm without some mech­
anism for correction of the gain time index should be considered problematic at best. In 
the next section several algorithms are used to do this. 
4.4.3 The Addition of Time Correction 
The following describes the effect of the addition of various time correction algo­
rithms to the NOC control scheme. All of the following results are generated using a 20 
node discretization of state, control, and gain functions. The time index compensation 
algorithms, discussed in detail in the previous chapters, are used. Three compensation 
techniques have been developed. The first is a non-iterative periodic correction of the 
controller time index. This is the easiest, and least cpu intensive way to provide a time 
correction mechanism. The second algorithm is an iterative extension to the first. Es­
sentially, the previous method is executed iteratively until the the resulting time index 
becomes stationary; the time index, nominal state, and nominal control functions are 
all updated after each iteration. The third method is an auxiliary one dimensional min­
imization of the distance between the measured current state vector and a point along 
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Figure 4.14 Miss distance with and without time correction 
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Figure 4.15 Total time > nominal time (iterative) 
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Figure 4.16 Total time < nominal time (iterative) 
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Figure 4.18 Total time < nominal time (minimum norm) 
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Time Index Correction: Minimum Norm:Total time > Nominal 
Time correction = 1.0 sec 
Time correction = 0.5 sec 
Time correction = 0.25 sec 
Integration Time (Clock Time) 
Figure 4.19 Total time > nominal time (minimum norm) 
the stored nominal state vector. 
Each of the three time correction algorithms can be executed periodically during 
closed-loop operation of the NOC algorithm. The period of execution is determined 
apriori and remains constant during operation. Also, it is important to note that the time 
correction algorithm is the first algorithm to run as part of the overall NOC algorithm. 
That is ,  the NOC algorithm always begins with a  t ime index correction at  t ime t  = to-
Figures 4.13-4.14 show a comparison between NOC controllers both with and without 
the time index correction algorithm active and operating, as in the previous section, from 
a variety of starting locations. For the following results the non-iterative time correction 
scheme is used with a period of one second. 
Figure 4.13 demonstrates a dramatic improvement when compared with uncompen­
sated results. Two important results can be seen in Figure 4.13. First, notice that the 
miss distances for compensated closed-loop solutions are dramatically smaller than those 
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with no compensation. Second, because of the time correction algorithm, the range of 
operation for the algorithm is expanded. Clearly, for the Zermelo problem the NOC 
algorithm provides an excellent approximation to the available open-loop solutions. 
Figure 4.14) shows similar results which are exaggerated by the wide dispersion in 
total time necessary to complete the resulting trajectories. Miss distances for these data 
points are nearly zero when compared to the results of uncompensated control. 
One very interesting aspect to the operation of the NOC algorithm can be seen at 
data points to the right of the nominal locations in Figures 4.13-4.14. These data points 
represent trajectory durations which are greater than the nominal duration on which the 
algorithm is based. Hence the periodic time correction algorithm continuously corrects 
the nominal time index toward the initial time. Once the trajectory has proceeded for 
a few seconds the controller time index and the trajectory time index can "realign" as 
the system is driven toward the terminal conditions. Figure 4.15 shows this effect as 
nominal time index (the corrected time index) is plotted vs the integration time (or real 
time). 
Figures 4.15-4.17 demonstrate the effect this has on nominal time index calculations 
in different situations. Figure 4.15 demonstrates what happens when initial conditions 
are such that the total trajectory time is greater than the available time range of stored 
trajectory information. An initial condition of aj(to) = 4.8995 and y{to) = 3.6610 is used 
combined with three different time periods of 1.0, 0.5, and 0.25 second. Notice that the 
total time for this case is tj = 9.6302 sec. Hence, because the time correction algorithm 
is keyed to "time-to-go", the initial time corrections push the nominal index time toward 
t = 0.0. Since there is some built in lag between the time correction algorithm and the 
actual time used, the actual time is never actually forced to zero. At a time of < = 5.0 
seconds the nominal and actual trajectories are close enough for the time indices to 
align. After t = 5.0 sec, the nominal time index proceeds with little correction, i.e. with 
a unity slope. 
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Figure 4.16 demonstrates the same controller configurations applied to initial con­
ditions which produce a total time which is less than the nominal index time range. 
In this case the index time and nominal time can align immediately. That is the time 
correction executed at t = to can correct the nominal time index for the duration of the 
trajectory. 
Figure 4.17 shows the same case but with a non-iterative time correction. Figures 
4.16- 4.17 contrast the iterative and non-iterative correction schemes. Essentially, the 
iterative scheme is able to completely correct the running time index at i = 0.0. The 
non-iterative scheme takes two separate steps, one at t — 0.0 sec and one at t = T sec 
for convergence. The remaining trajectory is essentially identical from a time correction 
standpoint. 
Figures 4.18-4.19 show the effects of the minimum norm time correction scheme. As 
before, three different time intervals T = 1.0, 0.5, and 0.25 sec are used. With this 
scheme in place, the basis for a time correction is no longer "time-to-go" but rather 
the minimum distance between the stored nominal trajectory and the actual trajectory. 
For cases where the total time is less than the nominal total time, there is very little 
difference between the minimum norm algorithm and the previous algorithms. The real 
difference appears when trajectory times are longer. As can be seen in Figure 4.19 the 
index time does not continuously correct back to the initial time as it did in (4.17). As 
a consequence, the initial portion of the resulting trajectory does a slightly better job 
in terms of following an open-loop trajectory from the same location. As the trajectory 
nears the terminal conditions then the minimum norm time update and the "time-to-go" 
time update schemes tend to behave similarly. 
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Figure 4.21 Off-nominal operation with no time correction 
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Figure 4.23 Off-nominal operation with no time correction 
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4.5 Additional Analysis 
In certain cases, such as in Figure 4.13 it was observed that the first-order control 
algorithm sometimes did better than the second-order control algorithm in terms of miss 
distance. To gain a better insight into why this is the case a second set of numerical 
experiments was performed. In the results that follow two controllers were developed 
using 20 and 100 node discretization densities respectively. The 100 node controller 
was developed to help eliminate discretization error as a source of miss distance error. 
The closed-loop numerical experiments are centered at a new point in the x — y plane 
so as to eliminate the problem of having a closed-loop trajectory which is longer than 
the nominal trajectory. This is done so that the time index correction algorithm never 
generates a controller time index which is earlier than t = to along the nominal trajectory 
as is shown in Figure 4.15. The following results are generated using the iterative time 
correction algorithm. 
Figures 4.20-4.21 show the resulting miss distances for closed-loop operation of the 
20 and 100 node controllers. Notice in Figure 4.20 that the final miss distance for the 
100 node solution is significantly better than that of the 20 node solution. However, 
we are still left with the fact that first order controller outperforms the second order 
controller regardless of the node density used to develop the control algorithm. The 
reason for this is mainly because the controller gain expressions are truncated near the 
final-time. Both first-order and second-order gain functions are stored as cubic spline 
functions. Because of the structure of the NOC gain expressions, there is no way to 
evaluate these gain functions at the final time. In fact these gains typically approach 
infinity at the end time. Controller performance near the end time degrades rapidly after 
the final controller evaluation point. The result is that in certain cases the first-order 
controller may perform best near the end-point. 
The overall performance of the 20 and 100 node algorithms can be seen in Figures 
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4.22-4.23 in terms of the relative total time of the closed-loop trajectory with respect to 
the best possible (exact numerical solution). This figure clearly shows that the second-
order solutions perform best with respect to overall performance. The second order 
controller does the best job of tracking the corresponding exact solution for a given 
starting point. 
The data presented in Figures 4.20-4.23 clearly suggest the need for some sort of 
terminal end-time guidance other than neighboring optimal control perhaps using the 
same structure as the NOC controller. The subject of terminal end-time guidance will 
be discussed further in the following chapters. 
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5 AN APPLICATION OF NEIGHBORING OPTIMAL 
CONTROL - AUTOLANDING GUIDANCE FOR A 
VERTICAL LANDING ROCKET 
5.1 Chapter Overview 
Fuel optimal landing-piiase guidance is considered for a chemical rocket-powered 
launch vehicle. The problem is first posed as a two-dimensional landing maneuver 
where optimal initial altitude and down-range variables are selected. The vehicle is 
controlled by two separate engines each capable of variable thrusting and gimbal angle 
control. Several open-loop control strategies are synthesized and considered as the basis 
for a closed-loop neighboring optimal control (NOC) algorithm. The discretized (NOC) 
methodology, developed in Chapter 3, is then used to synthesize a real-time control law 
for the autolanding maneuver. The synthesized real-time control law is assembled as 
part of a high accuracy closed-loop simulation and is tested using several off-nominal 
control situations. 
5.2 Introduction 
The landing problem allows us to apply the neighboring optimal control NOC method­
ology to a realistic guidance problem. The considered vehicle is a single stage to orbit 
launch vehicle which must ascend to and return from orbit using only chemical rocket 
propulsion, aerodynamic forces, and gravity. Total fuel mass used by the vehicle must be 
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minimized for the vehicle concept to merit consideration as a viable alternative to con­
ventional launch systems. We consider optimization of the fuel used during the landing 
phase of the vehicle's orbital mission as the basis for an optimal control problem. 
Consider the problem of landing vertically using rocket propulsion. We assume the 
vehicle has obtained a steady-state terminal velocity and glide path angle: the vehicle 
is nose down flying at 320 ftjaec with a flight path angle of —70°. The landing phase 
maneuver begins at a predetermined altitude, usually between 1500 and 2000 /t, with 
engine ignition and the retraction of an aerodynamic flap on the vehicle. At this point 
the vehicle is subjected to a large unsteady aerodynamic moment and begins to rotate. 
Engine thrusting and engine gimbal angle selection are used to control the subsequent 
rotation and landing. Typical trajectory durations are as short as seven seconds leaving 
little margin for error. The selection of a starting altitude for the maneuver is extremely 
important. As the initial starting altitude increases the total fuel used increases rapidly. 
The very critical nature of fuel management and trajectory selection in this problem 
is an extremely good match for the use of neighboring optimal control. The highly 
nonlinear nature of the vehicle dynamics poses considerable problems for the design of 
closed-loop controllers. 
In the following sections we develop a detailed plant model suitable for the proposed 
optimal landing problem. The process of closed-loop guidance development begins with 
a series of open-loop trajectory optimization studies. From a detailed open-loop analy­
sis, several candidate trajectories are identified. From these results a closed-loop NOC 
algorithm is is synthesized and tested. 
5.3 Plant Model Development 
The following is a definition of a generic reusable launch vehicle (RLV). A planar 
representation of the RLV is developed for given propulsion data, mass properties, and 
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Table 5.1 Pre-rotational configuration 
Quantity Value Units 
flight path angle, 7^ 
0 0 1 deg 
velocity, Vs 320 ft jsec 
body orientation, 6s -65° deg 
orientation rate, 0s 0° deg/sec 
vehicle mass 1.41 X 10® lb 
aerodynamic coefficients. Modeling assumptions are posed and justified. The current 
RLV plant model represents it in a landing or return from orbit configuration. The 
model is developed to study landing phase guidance issues. 
The RLV is presented in Figure 5.1 as a schematic, showing overall vehicle dimensions 
and geometry, and in Figure 5.2 as an animation, showing the landing phase maneuver. 
It is assumed that before the landing maneuver takes place the vehicle has achieved a 
steady-state glide with the conditions given in Table 5.1. The pre-rotational steady-
state glide is representative of a nose-down flight attitude in a subsonic flight regime. 
Moments before initiation of the rotational maneuver, see Figure 5.2, an aerodynamic 
flap, which is not modeled here, is closed creating an unsteady aerodynamic moment. 
The rotational maneuver begins when the flap is closed; this allows for a careful timing 
of the onset of rotation. The initial flight path angle 7(^0)5 velocity v(io), and body 
orientation 0(to) are thus fixed at the initial time to- The nature of the steady-state 
glide assumption allows initial altitude z(to) and down-range location x(to) = xq to be 
considered as free parameters. The initial conditions are summarized in Table 5.2. 
Consider the rotation and landing maneuver described in Figure 5.2. At time t  =  t o ,  
the vehicle's engines are started. The RLV engines are subject to a lower limit of 77 = 0.05 
or 5% of the total available thrust where engine thrust is defined as 
T = rjTjnax (5.1) 
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Slowdown & Landing 
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Rotation initiation 
Figure 5.2 Vertical lander (animation) 
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Table 5.2 Initial and final boundary conditions 
Initial Conditions Final Conditions Units 
Optimize 
70 = -70° = -90° 
Vo = 320 Vtf = 3 
ao = 5° atf = 180° 
6t^ = 90° 
ft  
f i  
deg 




Engine throttling and gimbal angle setting are used as continuous controls affecting 
rotation and subsequent landing of the vehicle. Thus we have two engines with four 
independent control functions. During the first few seconds of landing phase flight, the 
vehicle begins to rotate in the positive (counter clockwise) direction. During a typical 
optimal landing maneuver, the vehicle's engines may begin to throttle up at t = 4 to 6 
seconds. By t = 7 seconds, engine thrusting is needed to first slow, and then to stabilize, 
the vehicle in a near-vertical attitude. The downward velocity is decreased during the 
final few seconds while maintaining a nose-up vertical attitude. At a time of one second 
before touchdown, the vehicle must achieve the terminal conditions summarized in the 
second column of Table 5.2. 
The vehicle dynamics for flight during the landing phase rotational maneuver are 
described by a planar three-degree-of-freedom model in Cartesian coordinates. A sta­
tionary windless atmospheric model with a constant density and constant gravity accel­
eration of 
is assumed. 
The planar representation of the RLV allows for two throttleable engines with char­
acteristics given in Table 5.3. It is assumed that the engine thrust varies proportionally 
p = 2.377 X 10 ^ slugs/ft^ (5.2) 
(5.3) g = 32.2 ft /sec^ 
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Table 5.3 Engine properties 
Quantity Value Units 
vacuum thrust 5.00 X 10^ lb 
throttle range 5 < 7/ < 100 % of max 
Gimbal range -10° < J < 10° deg 
hp 370 sec 
Table 5.4 Inertial properties 
Quantity Value Units 
initial weight, W 1.41 X 10® lb 
inertia, lyy 6.072 X 10® slugft^ 
center of gravity, Xcg 48.3 (36.59 %) ft  (% of LR)  
between 5% and 100% of the maximum vacuum thrust value during the landing phase 
maneuver. The engines can gimbal continuously up to 10 degrees in either direction. 
Each engine may gimbal and throttle independently during the maneuver. The mass 
and inertia properties for the vehicle are summarized in Table 5.4. 
Initial weight of the vehicle, W, includes both structural mass and fuel mass. The 
rotational moment of inertia, lyy, and the location of the center of gravity, Xcg, are both 
assumed constant during the landing maneuver because the total mass of the vehicle 
varies by no more than 4% during the landing maneuver. For this reason, also, the eg 
location Xcg is assumed constant. 
Fuel usage rates are estimated using values given for the specific impulse Isp and 
the maximum vacuum thrust given in Table 5.3. For each engine we assume 
Cf = 5x 10V370 = 1351.4 lb/sec.  (5.4) 
Fuel usage is assumed to vary linearly with throttle setting with c/ as a maximum value 
for each engine. The constant parameters for this plant model are summarized in Table 
5.5 where li and I2 are geometric properties of the vehicle, and Ln and SR are reference 
lengths and areas, respectively. LR and SR are used to scale aerodynamic coefficients 
for the vehicle. 
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Table 5.5 Constant parameters 
Quantity Value Units 
g 32.2 ft laec? 
Cf 1351.4 Ibmlsec (one engine) 
Tmax 5.00 X 10® Ibf 
h 10.3 ft  
h 45.3 ft  
p 2.377 X 10-3 slug/ft^ 
Lr 132.0 ft  
SR 1523 ff^ 
Given the above assumptions, the equations of motion are [9] 
X = Vcos7 (5.5) 
i = F,sin7 (5.6) 
mV = —m5 sin7 — D(a, V) + F^(a, 77,) (5.7) 
mV-y = —TO5COS7 + Z(a, V") + Fiv(a,77j) (5.8) 
= Tgi (7/1,  ^ i) + Tgj (7/2,^2) + Ta (a, V") (5.9) 
rh = -—(771+7^2) (5.10) 
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where the angle of attack a is defined by 
a  =  0 - 7 ,  ( 5 . 1 1 )  
and where in (5.5 - 5.10), the subscripts 1 and 2, refer to engines 1 and 2, respectively. 
In (5.7 - 5.8), 77,• is the throttle control setting for the i"' engine, and Si is the gimbal 
angle of the i"' engine. In equations (5.7-5.8), 
D{a,V) = ^pV^SnCDia) (5.12) 
L{a,V) = ^pV'SRCLia) (5.13) 
where L{a,V) and D{a,V) represent the aerodynamic lift and drag forces acting on 
the vehicle through the center of pressure. Lift and drag are defined as in Figure 5.1, 
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F^(a, 7/i) and Fi^{a,r)i) represent axial and normal forces due to engine thrusting as 
follows. 
FA{A,R]I )  = Tmax[rii cos (a - ^i)] + Tmax[ri2 cos (a - ^2)] (5-14) 
FN{a,rii) = r™ai[7;isin(a-^i)] + rTO(ia:[7/2sin(a-52)] (5.15) 
where Tmax is the maximum per engine thrust level. Torques acting on the vehicle are 
separated into the following: 
Tgi{T]i,5i) = Tmaxi-hVi^^osSi + hrjisinSi) (5.16) 
Tq^ivuSi) = T^ax{hrj2 cos S2 + hm^^^ ^ 2) (5.17) 
T,[a,V) = ^pV'SCN[oc)LR{X^,{a)-X,g)  (5.18) 
where T,, and Tq^ represent torques due to individual engine thrusting. represents 
torques due to aerodynamic forces acting through the center of pressure. The aerody­
namic coefficients Cjv(q:), Ca{cx) and Xcpz(ot) are shown in Table 5.6 [17]. 
A curve fitting technique first proposed by Bless [38] is used to interpolate the tabular 
data; a combination of linear interpolation and piecewise quadratic functions is used 
to provide one-dimensional interpolation of the aerodynamic data. The interpolation 
preserves convexity of the original 1-D data and continuous higher-order derivatives - all 
derivatives above second order are zero. The resulting analytic plant model described 
by equations (5.5- 5.10) is continuously differentiable with respect to both state and 
control variables. In Table 5.6 CL{OI) and CA(OC} represent normal and axial components 
of force acting on the RLV body. The normal and axial force components are converted 
to lift and drag components perpendicular and parallel to the velocity vector as follows. 
Czioi) = —CA(CX) sin a + Cjvice) cos a (5.19) 
CD(OI)  =  CA(OI) cos a + Cjv(A)  sin a (5.20) 
Values for CA,  C/v, and XCPZ are extended to a values greater than 180° by observing 
that axial force coefficients are equal for positive and negative values of a. Normal force 
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Table 5.6 Aerodynamic coefficients 
Angle of attack Axial Force Normal Force Center of Pressure 
a  Coefficient C A  Coefficient C N  Coefficient Xcpz 
0° 0.4546 0 0.4625 
10° 0.4513 0.3641 0.4960 
20° 0.4344 0.6890 0.5136 
30° 0.3796 1.0213 0.5196 
40° 0.3112 1.3187 0.5182 
50° 0.2177 1.5387 0.5243 
60° 0.1945 1.4894 0.5526 
70° 0.4000 1.4616 0.5388 
80° 0.5501 1.4977 0.4476 
90° 0.4712 1.6349 0.3830 O O 
o
 0.3048 1.5553 0.3583 
110° 0.1198 1.4022 0.3392 
120° 
-0.0366 1.1600 0.3150 
130° 
-0.1738 0.9047 0.2914 
140° 
-0.2296 0.6959 0.2684 
150° 
-0.2639 0.4362 0.2923 
160° 
-0.2329 0.1441 0.3928 
170° 
-0.0753 0.1008 0.3411 O O 
00 
0.0319 0 0.2830 
coefficients are opposite in sign for positive and negative values of a. Thus values 
are opposite in sign for a greater than 180°. The location of the center of pressure as 
shown in Figure 5.1 is defined as a fraction of the reference length LR as follows. 
C P  = X L R  (5.21) 
The center of gravity is located at 36.59% of L R  or at 48.3 f t  from the base reference. 
This location is assumed constant during the landing maneuver. 
5.4 Open-Loop Trajectory Optimization 
The following describes the numerical results of an optimal, minimum-fuel, landing-
phase maneuver for the RLV. The introduction below briefly details the landing-phase 
requirements of the RLV and is followed by a problem statement for open-loop optimal 
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control. A direct optimization method is used to provide solutions to the corresponding 
open-loop optimal control problems of interest. Results are given for several variations 
of the basic problem discussed below. These results serve as a baseline for landing-phase 
guidance algorithm development which is considered in the following sections. 
5.4.1 Overview of the Landing Problem 
The RLV is shown as a schematic in Figure 5.2. Prior to the beginning of the 
landing maneuver, the vehicle is assumed to have entered the atmosphere and slowed 
to a subsonic terminal velocity from entry speeds. This results in the steady-state glide 
assumption shown in Table 5.1. Because of this assumption, the initial altitude and 
down-range location of the vehicle at the start of the landing maneuver can be considered 
free parameters, whereas the initial velocity, flight path angle, and angle of attack can 
be considered fixed. An aerodynamic flap is used to maintain the steady state glide. 
The flap is closed moments before the landing-phase maneuver begins and consequently, 
is not modeled in the optimal control problem that follows. After the aerodynamic 
flap is closed, the vehicle is left in an unsteady aerodynamic configuration having only 
engine throttling and gimbal angle deflection to control the subsequent rotation and 
landing. Both engine throttle and gimbal angle deflection are constrained as described 
in the plant model development section. Terminal conditions dictated primarily by 
safety considerations are shown in Table 5.2, which complete the landing-phase rotation 
maneuver. The equations of motion are developed fully in previous sections. 
5.4.2 Problem Statement — A Variable End-Time Problem 
Of critical interest is the successful completion of a landing-phase maneuver using the 
least amount of fuel possible. Given the above description of the RLV landing problem 
we can pose the following optimal control problem. 
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Choose the control functions, 
Vl{ t ) ,  V2{ t ) ,  S2{ t ) ,  (5.22) 
and the control parameters, 
h { t o ) ,  z { t o ) , t f  (5.23) 
which minimize the performance index, 
J  =  M f u e i { t  =  t f )  -  m { t o )  (5.24) 
subject to the differential constraints, (5.5)-(5.10), and subject to the bound­
ary conditions. 
5.4.3 Solution Algorithms 
The following open-loop trajectory optimization results were obtained using MADS3 
[39] - a collocation based code which uses a second-order Euler midpoint discretization 
formula to approximate the differential constraints (5.5-5.10). In this code, the control 
functions are assumed constant across integration intervals. Free end-time problems can 
be solved by including the final time 4/ as a free parameter and by scaling equations 
(5.5-5.10) by tj. The algorithm uses NPSOL [19] to solve the resulting algebraic NLP 
®o = a5(io) = 0 
z o  =  z { t o )  Z t ;  = 0 
70 = -70° 7t/ = -90° 
Fo = 320 Vt, = 3 
ao = 5° atf = 180° 







(5.31) K = 0 et, = 0. 
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problem. The open-loop solutions which follow were generated using twenty discretiza­
tion intervals. This level of discretization provides a solution of sufficient numerical 
accuracy for the analysis of trends. Solutions with finer discretization grids show little 
change in the resulting optimal solution. 
5.5 Numerical Results 
5.5.1 Unconstrained Open-Loop Optimal Solution 
Several numerical solutions to the above problem have been obtained, including 
solutions with additional trajectory constraints which are discussed later. The basic 
RLV solution can be seen in Figures 5.3-5.4. This particular solution follows from the 
problem statement above where the initial angle of attack is a(to) = -F5° positive. We 
refer to this solution as the "basic" or "unconstrained" solution because the initial angle 
of attack is positive, due to the steady state glide assumption, and because no constraints 
are placed on control deflections. Control rate constraints are considered later. 
As expected, the basic solution produces the best performance possible in terms 
of minimum fuel used to complete the maneuver. It can be shown, however, that the 
performance gains are due, in large part, to the unrealizabile use of instantaneous throttle 
and gimbal angle deflections which produce a very rapid and violent maneuver. In fact, 
solutions such as this one result in trajectories that require near-perfect timing of control 
inputs for a successful landing. 
The total time duration of the landing maneuver is only 5.64 seconds. It is important 
to note that the engines run at their lowest level for the first 3.5 seconds (see Figure 
5.4). During this time period, aerodynamic forces cause the vehicle to begin a rotation 
in pitch. Then, after the vehicle has rotated to a near horizontal pitch attitude, the 
main engines begin a rapid throttle up, a bang-bang control history, to first slow pitch 
rotation and then to slow the rate of descent. Note that the primary control authority 
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over pitch rate comes from differential throttling of the engines. This can be seen in 
Figure 5.4 where engine 1 is throttled up to full thrust a short time before engine 2. 
Differential throttling combined with a negative gimbal angle deflection of — 10° produces 
the highest possible level of rotational slowdown. At a time of roughly 1.5 seconds before 
touchdown, both engines are used at full throttle to rapidly decrease the vehicle's rate 
of descent. Notice in Figure 5.3 that the vehicle effectively rotates past a vertical pitch 
attitude so that the vehicles down range velocity can be eliminated at the very end of 
the problem; differential throttling combined with a rapid +20° change in gimbal angle 
deflection (for both engines) allows the vehicle to obtain a vertical pitch attitude with 
zero pitch rate at the terminal time. 
Total fuel used to land the RLV using the basic control solution above is 4760 lbs 
of fuel. This figure is exceptionally low given mission requirements. As part of the 
optimization process, an initial starting altitude of 1342 ft was obtained. Several open-
loop trajectory optimization runs were attempted with the addition of initial altitude as 
a problem constraint. It was found that, although it is possible to successfully complete 
the landing maneuver from altitudes as low as 1150 ft, such solutions lead to significantly 
higher fuel consumption. Hence, from a guidance development point of view, the basic 
solution would not be a reliable starting point. The combination of precise timing of 
the control inputs and the presence of bang-bang control disqualify this solution from 
guidance algorithm development. 
5.5.2 An Optimal Solution with Clockwise Rotation 
A solution which is very similar to the basic solution, but features a clockwise pitch 
rotation of the vehicle can be seen in Figures 5.5-5.6. This solution assumes the same 
in i t i a l  condi t ions  as  the  bas ic  so lu t ion  bu t  s ta r t s  f rom a  nega t ive  ang le  o f  a t t ack  a{ to)  =  
—5° rather than a positive angle of attack. This assumption may violate the steady 
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Figure 5.4 Basic solution (control trajectory) 
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any case, the resulting solution was found to be the overall best in terms of minimum 
fuel, primarily because the vehicle does not need to rotate past a vertical pitch attitude 
oi 6 = +90° near the end of the trajectory to eliminate down-range velocity. In Figures 
5.5-5.6, it can be seen that the vehicle is capable of landing using slightly less fuel than 
is used in the basic a{to) = -1-5° solution. In addition, less differential throttling is 
used - primarily near the end of the trajectory. Also near the end of the trajectory, the 
optimal gimbal angles pull away from the -1-10° control bound. This can be seen in the 
second plot of Figure 5.6. Thus, this particular trajectory represents a more "flyable" 
trajectory from a guidance point of view. However, because solutions which begin with 
a(fo) = —5° may not be possible because of how the vehicle begins the landing-phase 
maneuver. 
We have also obtained clockwise rotation solutions which begin from a positive angle 
of attack. In these solutions engine thrusting is used at the beginning of the problem 
to initiate clockwise rotation despite the counterclockwise aerodynamic moment which 
exists do to the positive angle of attack. Such solutions use more fuel than the basic 
or unconstrained case and hence represent a relative minimum of the optimal control 
problem. 
5.5.3 Solutions with Control Rate Constraints 
In the results that follow, the basic problem, presented above, is modified to include 
additional constraints on control parameters. In particular, control rate constraints are 
imposed on both throttle rates and gimbal angle deflection rates. This is accomplished 
by adding four new "control" states to the plant dynamics. Four new controls are 
added with represent the corresponding cotrol rates. Inequality constraints can then 
be enforced on these new "rate" controls. Table 5.7 shows the various cases which are 
considered. 
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Table 5.7 Solutions with control-rate constraints 
Solution Throttle Rate Gimbal Rate Total Time Fuel Altitude 
Percent/sec Degrees/sec sec lbs feet 
1 200 40 5.47 4808.9 1326.4 
2 100 40 5.66 4847.2 1364.5 
3 200 20 5.56 4814.9 1343.4 
4 100 20 5.72 4851.9 1381.3 
5 50 20 6.06 5012.7 1457.5 
the trajectories produced by this problem setup are very similar to the basic solution 
from the previous section, with the obvious exception that control actions are slower 
to develop. It can be seen in Table 5.7, that as control rates are constrained to lower 
and lower values, the optimal initial starting altitude is pushed higher. The resulting 
trajectories both take longer to develop and also use more fuel. It is interesting to 
note that even the most highly constrained solution in Table 5.7 represents a fuel usage 
increase of only a 5% while providing a much better trajectory from a guidance algorithm 
development point of view. All of the trajectories shown in Table 5.7 can be considered 
candidate solutions for guidance development. 
One drawback to the solutions considered so far is the use of 100% control deflections 
during the trajectory. This is especially true in the case of throttle usage. Full throttle 
acceleration rates at the end of both the basic and control rate constraint solutions 
typically reach 8 g's which may represent an unacceptably high load factor. Acceleration 
limited solutions are considered below. 
5.5.4 Solutions with Acceleration Constraints 
Table 5.8 shows the results of trajectories with acceleration limits. For these results, 
the translational acceleration limit is computed from 
^(x;, 7,0,7/.-, (J.) = 1 /(^K-") + + FD{ct,ni)~ 
g y m  m  
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Table 5.8 Solutions with acceleration constraints 
Solution Acceleration Limit Fuel Starting Altitude Total Time 
g's lbs feet sec 
1 2.0 7751.8 3000.4 14.3 
2 2.3 6282.4 2018.8 10.3 
3 3.0 5494.0 1635.4 7.8 
4 4.0 5048.5 1525.0 6.6 
5 5.0 4892.1 1417.9 6.0 
6 6.0 4815.0 1349.3 5.6 
7 7.0 4766.1 1358.6 5.5 
8 8.0 4763.1 1348.4 5.5 
where L{a ,v )  and D{a,v )  are defined in equations (5.12-5.13) and where and 
FD{a,Tji) are the forces due to engine thrusting in the lift and drag coordinate directions 
defined by equations (5.14-5.15). The acceleration limit Ag is expressed as a state 
and control constraint in the optimal control problem. Eight solutions are given each 
with increasing constraints on total translational acceleration. There are two basic 
means of acceleration for the vehicle. At the beginning of the trajectory, aerodynamic 
forces dominate. Aerodynamic forces reach a maximum during the initial stages of the 
rotation maneuver. A roughly 2-g acceleration is usually experienced as the vehicle 
rotates into a horizontal pitch attitude where the aerodynamic drag coefficient and 
vehicle velocity both reaches a maximum value. Towards the end of the trajectory, engine 
forces dominate. At full throttle for both engines, the vehicle is capable of exceeding an 
acceleration of roughly 7 g's. Hence the presence of an acceleration constraint first affects 
the level of available thrusting at the end of the trajectories. Table 5.8 shows this trend; 
as the acceleration constraint level is lowered, i.e., made more seriously constrained, the 
trajectory times increase because the vehicle is not allowed to slow as quickly as in the 
unconstrained trajectory solutions. The increase in fuel usage is not sharp until the 
g-limit constraint is pushed below 4-g's. At this point the overall acceleration of the 
vehicle becomes increasingly affected by aerodynamic forces. Solutions having less than 
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a 4-g acceleration limit reflect greatly increased fuel usage and trajectory durations. 2-
g's can be seen as a practical limit of the g-limit for this maneuver because maximum 
aerodynamic forces can not be lowered below this point. Due to the presence of greatly 
increased fuel usage, trajectories having g-limits of less than 4 g's can eflfectively be 
disqualified from guidance considerations. 
5.6 Development of the Closed-Loop Neighboring Optimal Con­
trol Algorithm 
Results of applying direct multiple shooting (DMS) to the landing phase problem of 
the RLV are now presented. As a first attempt NOC algorithm, a DMS solution was 
obtained using 40 linearly interpolated control intervals combined with simple shooting. 
Perturbation analysis about the 40 interval solution has shown sufficient accuracy to 
obtain linear NOC gain functions via numerical differencing. Second order NOC gain 
functions were observed to contain some numerical noise which demonstrates the limiting 
accuracy of DMS/NPSOL solutions to optimal control problems like the RLV. An auto 
scaling algorithm was used to determine the first and second order differencing step-size 
as a function of maximum allowable control perturbations. 
In the developments which follow, the DMS [40] solution algorithm is preferred over 
the MADS3 [39] algorithm which was used for the open-loop trajectory optimization 
analysis of the previous sections. The DMS algorithm has two main advantages over 
MADS3, they are solution accuracy and computational efficiency. Chapter 3 gives a de­
tailed description of how the DMS algorithm works. The DMS algorithm a fourth-order 
Runge-Kutta [41] integration formula with a high number of integration intervals, 80 for 
this problem, compared to the MADS3 code which uses the same number of integration 
intervals as control intervals. Hence the DMS code provides a more accurate state tra­
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Figure 5.8 Control rate constraint (control trajectory) 
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efficiency, the DMS algorithm is typically able to solve the RLV optimal control problem 
in about 10 to 20 seconds. The MADS3 code, using a similar number of control points, 
may take up to 15 times as long. However, the DMS algorithm does not have the level of 
solution robustness provided by the MADS3 algorithm. In using DMS, we are limited to 
very small solution perturbations and the necessity of a very accurate initial guess. We 
have used MADS3 to obtain initial starting solutions. Once these solutions are known, 
the DMS algorithm is used during the numerically intensive perturbation analysis phase 
of algorithm synthesis. 
5.6.1 Overview of the Guidance Law Development 
Following from the results of several formulations of the RLV landing problem it was 
decided that a penalty function approach would provide the best candidate for further 
closed-loop analysis. By only using fuel mass as the performance index it was found 
that the vehicle tended to rely on maximum control inputs, most importantly engine 
throttle, at the very end of the problem. Such trajectories can not be realistically flown 
since the vehicle may encounter trajectory dispersions which would require additional 
control authority. One way to build in additional control authority is to penalize the use 
of control quantities. The result is a trajectory with smoother control trajectories and 
also a diminished system performance. The following cost function was used to generate 
solutions with DMS. Minimize the the cost function. J, defined as, 
J  =  +  (5.33) 
where 
'mjue i i t f )  =  m{ t f )  -m{ to)  (5.34) 
Notice in equation (5.33) that the constant m(to)  can be removed from the performance 
index since it does not affect the outcome of the optimization process. J is the total fuel 
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mass used by the vehicle and ^(</) is an integral penalty function defined as 
*(« / )  =  +  4{ t )  +  Sl i t )  + Si i tm  (5.35) 
^0 
where T]i{t) represents the i"' throttle setting and where Si{ t )  represents the z"' gimbal 
angle setting. 
The addition of an integral penalty function, ^(</), has the effect of pulling the 
respective control functions away from their inequality constraint limits. This eases 
the task of generating neighboring optimal control functions but also has the effect of 
increasing the total fuel mass used to land the vehicle. This particular cost function 
formulation, with a penalty function weighting of 2, increases the necessary fuel mass by 
roughly 10% above the minimum fuel solution obtained without the penalty function. 
Figures 5.10 and 5.11 show the state and control nominal solution proposed as a 
candidate for closed-loop analysis. Figure 5.9 shows an animation of the nominal solution 
with labels showing several time stamps for the vehicle at various points along the 
trajectory. 
For this trajectory we notice that the onset of rotation begins at an altitude of 1500 
ft. Prior analysis has shown that the minimum altitude at which a landing maneuver 
may begin is roughly 1150 ft. Hence, we still consider this trajectory nominal to be a 
"high performance" trajectory from the standpoint of minimization of fuel mass. From 
Figure 5.11 we see that the maximum thrust level is roughly 60% of max rated thrust. 
During the last half of the trajectory we notice that the engines run at roughly 40% 
to 45% of max rated thrust. This is very important because it is well known that the 
vehicle's pitch attitude control authority comes mainly from diffierential throttling. With 
this particular nominal control time history we could expect the resulting closed-loop 
controller to handle relatively large dispersions in pitch attitude or pitch attitude rate 
near the end of the trajectory. 
In the following section we use this 40 control interval nominal solution exclusively 
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Figure 5.9 Reference solution (animation) 
5.6.2 Analysis of the Controller Gain Functions 
We now consider behavior of the landing vehicle in the neighborhood of the nominal 
solution developed in the previous section. In the analysis that follows we use the finite-
difference based NOC approach developed in Chapter 3 to generate the required NOC 
controller data. Since the baseline nominal solution has a control discretization of 40 
linearly interpolated control intervals, the NOC controller calculations are applied at 40 
equidistant time locations. The computational requirements of this type of calculation 
are discussed in detail in the sequel. We provide an additional analysis which shows 
that one of the state variables, fuel mass, has little perceivable effect on the control 
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problem and is hence excluded. Gain functions are then shown and analyzed. In the 
following sections we setup a closed-loop simulation so that controller performance and 
robustness can be evaluated. Several closed-loop simulations are generated using various 
dispersions in the initial state conditions. 
5.6.3 Fuel Mass Sensitivity Analysis 
During the initial analysis phase for this problem it was noticed that all control 
sensitivities and final time sensitivity due to changes in fuel mass were essentially zero. 
As an estimate, expected fuel mass dispersions could reach as much as 500 Ibm. of fuel 
during the trajectory. However, due to the very short duration of the trajectory and 
due to the fact that fuel mass dispersions would represent less that 1% of the overall 
vehicle mass, the fuel mass gain set is excluded from consideration. Although the fuel 
mass sensitivities are not absolutely zero, we found that the control perturbations were 
small when compared to the numerical accuracy generated by the open-loop trajectory 
optimization software, DMS [40] in this case. Hence, at some points along the trajectory, 
numerical noise was noticed in the control sensitivity functions such as dr)fdmf{t). This 
problem is common to finite-difference calculations but is exaggerated when the actual 
value of the finite-difference expression is relatively small with respect to the perturbed 
variable, in this case fuel mass m/. 
5.6.4 Sensitivity of the Down-range Boundary Condition 
Open-loop trajectory optimization results have shown that the down range boundary 
condition is the most sensitive of all the terminal boundary conditions. Refer to Figure 
5.9 to see that the vehicle spends very little time in a horizontal pitch attitude {t = 2.6 
sec and t = 4.6 sec) and as a consequence there is very little time to make corrections in 
down-range velocity. Compounding the problem, it is known that the vehicle must fight 
a strong aerodynamic moment which is produced during descent at this point in the 
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trajectory. Also, dispersions in state variables such as altitude, velocity, and flight path 
angle are all very important when we consider the effect of changes in these variables on 
down stream values of down-range. 
A preliminary closed-loop analysis for this problem where the down-range terminal 
boundary conditions is fixed shows extreme sensitivity in many of the state variables. 
Effectively, relatively small state perturbations from the nominal produce relatively large 
control perturbations. The result is that the allowable set of state perturbations from 
the nominal is extremely small and resulting gain functions are quite large. 
By removing the down-range variable's terminal boundary condition from the set of 
constraints these trajectory sensitivities are greatly reduced. From a practical point of 
view, we note that the terminal down-range constraint is not necessary for the purpose 
of landing the vehicle in a given area. For the most part the final down-range location 
of the vehicle is determined before the trajectory begins. Hence, for the purpose of 
developing a closed-loop controller for auto-landing, the terminal down-range condition 
will be ignored in the sequel. 
5.6.5 Calcuiation of the Neighboring Optimal Control Law 
Following the finite-difference NOC methodology developed in Chapter 3, we for­
mulate a NOC control algorithm using both forward and central differences. Both first 
and second-order gain functions are generated and stored. In selecting perturbation step 
sizes for the finite difference equations we use the following initial perturbation step sizes 
for each of the guidance state variables. 
Sz( to )  — 5  f t  (5.36) 
5v{ to )  =  5 f t j sec  (5.37) 
^7(^0) = 0.01 rad  (5.38) 
S6[tQ) = 0.01 rad  (5..39) 
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Sd{ to)  — 0.01 radfsec  (5.40) 
Each of the above finite-difference step sizes is continuously scaled such that state per­
turbations produce control perturbations of roughly 0.1 in magnitude. We calculate 
control perturbations as a function of state perturbations, 
Sui  = f {5x) i  (5.41) 
where i  refers to the i"' nodal point and S represents the deviation from the nominal 
solution. We can continuously monitor the magnitude of Sui so that 
(J®,--J-||(J«|| < 0.1 (5.42) 
Hence we can choose to scale back the size of Sxi^i as 
Jsj+i = 0.5 X Sxi  (5.43) 
whenever Sui is too large, i.e., when (5.42) is violated. This ensures that the perturba­
tions (Jsj+i do not produce overly large control perturbations. The choice of scale factor 
and overall allowable control perturbation size is an open issue. 
Both forward and central differencing were used to generate gain functions for the 
RLV. The results are displayed as time varying gain functions in the following plots. 
Figures 5.12-5.16 show the results of the gain calculations specific to the throttle setting 
of engine 1. Central differencing formula only were used to generate the second-order 
time-varying gain functions. Note that the auto scaling of the differencing step size is 
not affected by choice of differencing formula or differencing formula order. Some minor 
variations in controller gain values can be observed due to the choice of differencing 
formula. For example in Figure 5.12 we notice that near the end of the trajectory the 
forward and central differencing formula show some divergence. 
Notice that in all of the above plots the gain sensitivities along control constraint 
boundaries are zero. Although this is the case we take care to point out that calculations 
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still need to be performed at these locations so that gain information specific to the final 
time tf can be calculated and stored. Similar results can be shown for the other control 
functions and for the final time tj] however, these are excluded for the sake of brevity. 
5.7 Development of a Closed-Loop Simulation 
A closed loop simulation is realized using a Simulink representation of the RLV 
plant model and the NOC algorithm. Refer to Figures 5.17-5.19 as a schematic. Fig­
ure 5.17 shows the top level of the closed-loop simulation which contains three major 
parts. Block #1 represents the equations of motion for the DC-Yl vehicle. Block #2 
represents the NOC algorithm. Block represents control delays and control limits for 
the control actuator inputs. Although essentially the same as that used in generating 
the open-loop solutions, the plant dynamics modeled here use linear interpolation of the 
aerodynamic data. A curve fitting technique which provides a data interpolant with 
smooth derivatives was used in the open-loop optimization code. The primary reason 
for this difference is that a non-smooth plant model can sometimes cause problems with 
the nonlinear programming algorithm, NPSOL [19] in this case. Block #1 is expanded 
in detail in Figure 5.18. In this diagram five aerodynamic coefficients are shown which 
represent the one dimensional tabular lookup function in Simulink. Also in Figure 5.18 
a block labeled "xdotc" can be seen. This block represents the remaining plant model 
from the open-loop optimization. See equations (5.5-5.10). Block ^^2 of Figure 5.17 
represents the NOC algorithm. We take care to note that this block represents an al­
gebraic block with no calculation time delay. Figure 5.19 shows the detailed structure 
of the NOC algorithm. In the lower right-hand corner of Figure 5.19 we find the func­
tion "time correction" which is executed periodically to correct the gain time index of 
the algorithm. Note that in the block preceding this we have a periodic hold element 
which may be set at any value. In practice we allow this algorithm to execute with a 
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period of between 1/10 and one second. We also include a first-order delay after the 
time correction algorithm to prevent the possibility of discontinuities. The neighboring 
optimal control algorithm and the terminal control algorithm are located just left of 
center in Figure 5.19. Block #3 of Figure 5.17 represents a control saturation and delay. 
In practice, due to the simphcity of the control law, very little computational effort is 
needed to generate control inputs. In the case of this closed-loop simulation, some delay 
is needed to avoid singularities in the numerical integration of the system. Hence each 
of the NOC control commands stemming from Block #2 are filtered with the following 
delay. 
U o { t )  =  100K,,(i) - u , { t ) )  (5.44) 
U c { t  =  t o )  =  0  (5.45) 
The coefficient, 100, was chosen arbitrarily. 
5.7.1 Time Estimation 
Two time estimation algorithm are used in the closed-loop results which follow. They 
are the minimum norm update and the first-order time-to-go update. The minimum 
norm update was first introduced in Chapter 3. For this update we solve the following 
auxiliary parameter optimization problem. 
min ||<5s(ti)|| = ||®(fc) - ®*(ii)|| (5.46) 
bneiy 
where in equation (5.46) 
= + (5.47) 
and where 
S x  =  [ S z  5 v  S f  8 6  S O Y  (5.48) 
A truncated state vector (5.48) is used for this update method because two of the 
problem's state variables, the down-range distance and the fuel mass, have been excluded 
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Figure 5.18 RLV open-loop plant model (top level) 
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Figure 5.19 Neighboring optimal control algorithm (low level) 
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from the set of guidance variables; see the discussion in sections 5.5.3 and 5.5.4. For 
our purposes we define ofF-nominal operation as operation of the algorithm with initial 
conditions other that that of the nominal trajectory. We examine three separate off-
nominal conditions as follows. 
h{to)  € [/lo - 200' ho - 100' ho + 100' ho + 200'], (5.49) 
7(^0) ^ [70 — 5° 70 — 2° 70 + 2° 70 + 5°], (5.50) 
6{to)  € [^0 ~ 4° Oq — 2° 00 + 2° ^0 + 5°]. (5.51) 
similar results can be obtained using other state variables, however, we feel that these 
results demonstrate very well the operating behavior and operating limits of the closed-
loop algorithm. 
A detailed analysis of time-indexing issues is included in the next section. For this 
study a series of off-nominal trajectory runs are made using an initial  alti tude 100 f t .  
above that of the nominal. Both time-indexing algorithms are used with a variety of 
different sampling rates. 
In the following section an analysis of the NOC control law is performed at a single 
point in time. This analysis is included to demonstrate issues of accuracy caused by the 
use of finite-difference based NOC control law gains. The point analysis demonstrates 
numerical sensitivity of the NPSOL/DMS solution algorithm and finite-difference based 
calculation of a 2"''-order gain function. 
In the final section we demonstrate the effect of modeling errors on the NOC algo­
rithm. For this demonstration we introduce an inaccuracy of total vehicle mass. Several 
simulations are made using up to 115% change in total vehicle mass. The results 
demonstrate the effectiveness of the closed-loop control algorithm. 
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Figure 5.20 z { t )  trajectories with altitude dispersions 
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Figure 5.21 v { t )  trajectories with altitude dispersions 
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Figure 5.22 7(4) trajectories with altitude dispersions 
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Figure 5.26 r } i ( t )  trajectories with altitude dispersions 
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Figure 5.27 7/2(i) trajectories with altitude dispersions 
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Figure 5.28 Si{t)  trajectories with altitude dispersions 
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Figure 5.29 S2(t) trajectories with altitude dispersions 
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Table 5.9 Closed-loop performance with altitude dispersions 
Altitude z [ t o )  Fuel Mass M f u e i { t j )  Final Time t j  
f t  Ibm sec 
1®' order 2 I"'' order P' order order 
1700 5843.7 5865.2 8.48 8.46 
1600 5752.3 5769.7 8.04 8.15 
1500 5713.7 5712.7 7.67 7.67 
1400 5549.4 5638.5 7.10 7.20 
1300 5046.6 5037.6 5.83 5.79 
Table 5.10 Closed-loop robustness with altitude dispersions 
Controller Initial Miss Distance at Termination 
Order Altitude ^lo ^/o Vo O f o  
f t  f t  f t f s e c  deg deg deg 
1700 1.75 0.84 3.7° 0.32° 1.2° 
1600 1.10 0.19 1.2° 0.27° -0.92° 
P' Order 1500 0.12 0.44 -3.5° -0.03° -1.3° 
1400 0.02 1.60 1 bo
 o 
-0.09° -2.3° 







0 CO 1 
1700 0.07 1.8 -8.9° -0.14° 
o
 1 












1400 0.19 0.16 0.42° 0.18° -0.99° 
1300 - - - - -
5.7.2 Dispersions in the Initial Altitude 
In the results which follow we deliberately introduce errors in the initial altitude, 
h(to), while monitoring algorithm performance. For these results a time-constant of 1/10 
of a second is used for the time update algorithm and the minimum-norm algorithm is 
used. All trajectories are started with the same control parameters. For the time 
indexing, the simulation is begun with 
tc = tb = U = 0. (5.52) 
For the initial conditions we have, except for altitude, the conditions given in (5.2). 
Refer to Table 5.9 for a listing of results. Table 5.9 shows the initial starting altitude 
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(all other initial conditions are fixed), the total fuel mass used during the trajectory 
and the total trajectory time for both the first-order and second-order NOC control law. 
Table 5.10 shows the terminal miss quantities for each of the five altitude dispersion 
runs. Refer to Figures 5.20-5.28 for a graphical depiction of the first-order results. 
Tables 5.9-5.10 show the considerable ability of the NOC algorithm to deal with 
off-nominal control situations. Keep in mind that the best performance, in terms of 
minimum fuel mass, was found to be approximately 4800 lb of fuel. For that solution it 
was found that 100% of the vehicle's control authority was utilized to achieve optimum 
performance. By using the penalty function approach we have synthesized a trajectory 
which uses only an additional 1000 Ih of fuel. However, the resulting trajectory can be 
used as a nominal trajectory for closed-loop control because control saturation has been 
eliminated. 
Tables 5.9-5.10 show a modest increase in fuel usage given changes in initial starting 
location. The results reinforce the knowledge gained from the open-loop results in that 
initial starting altitude is a critical parameter for fuel usage. 
Table 5.10 shows the resulting terminal conditions. Although we don't expect the 
NOC algorithm to be useful at the very end of a given closed-loop trajectory, we do at 
the very least expect these conditions to be close as shown in Table 5.10. Note that the 
trajectory which begins at an altitude of 1300 ft results in a controller failure for the 
second-order controller. This represents a very extreme case since this starting condition 
is very close to the lowest possible starting altitude. During the trajectory, the vehicle 
fails to stabilize to an operating condition beyond its acceptable control range. 
5.7.3 Dispersions in the Initial Flightpath Angle 
The following results were obtained using the same strategy as in the previous section. 
These results show closed-loop trajectories in situations where the initial flight path angle 
7(fo) 's allowed to vary. Tables 5.11 shows the corresponding fuel performance for each 
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Figure 5.31 v { t )  trajectories with flightpath angle dispersions 
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Figure 5.34 6{t)  trajectories with flightpath angle dispersions 
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Figure 5.36 T}i{t) trajectories with flightpath angle dispersions 
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Figure 5.37 r]2{t) trajectories with flightpath angle dispersions 
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Figure 5.38 <^1(4) trajectories with flightpath angle dispersions 
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Figure 5.39 S2(t) trajectories with flightpath angle dispersions 
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Table 5.11 Performance: solutions with flight path angle dispersions 
Flight path Angle 7(io) Fuel Mass M f u e i { t f )  Final Time t y 
deg Ibm sec 
1"®' order 2"^^ order P' order 2 order 
-75° 5578.4 5586.5 7.51 7.52 
-72° 5669.1 5658.0 7.61 7.60 
1 0
 0 5713.7 5712.7 7.66 7.67 
0 0
0 CO 1 5754.2 5761.9 7.72 7.74 
-65° 5810.3 5812.8 7.81 7.84 
Table 5.12 Robustness: solutions with flight path angle dispersions 
Controller Flight path Miss Distance at Termination 
Order Angle, 7(^0) Vf^ 7/„ 
deg f t  ft!sec deg deg deg 
-75° 0.04 1.3 
0 1 
-0.11° -1.9° 
0 1 0.00 0.3 -2.9° 0.06° -1.1° 
1®' Order -70° 0.12 0.44 -3.5° -0.03° -1.3° 
1 00
 0 0.14 0.46 -2.6° 0.01° 1 1—
' 0 




-75° 0.03 0.88 -5.7° -0.07° -1.6° 
-72° 0.06 0.70 -4.1° -0.04° -1.4° 
2'"^0rder -70° 0.08 0.45 -3.4° -0.13° -0.12° 
1 00
 0 0.16 0.05 0.05° 0.06° -1.07° 





Table 5.13 Performance: solutions with pitch attitude dispersions 
Pitch Attitude 9 { t o )  Fuel Mass Mfuei{ t j )  Final Time t  j  
deg Ibm sec 
P' order 2"'' order 1®' order 2"'' order 
O i
O
 1 5786.9 5798.9 7.52 7.54 
1 o 5753.7 5754.1 7.60 7.60 
-65° 5713.7 5712.7 7.66 7.67 
-63° 5673.6 5672.6 7.73 7.74 
-61° 5637.7 5649.6 7.80 7.81 
run. Table 5.12 shows the corresponding terminal performance for each run. 
In all cases the control algorithm had no difficulty with dispersions in initial flight 
path angle, 7(fo)- Tables 5.11 show much less performance sensitivity than corresponding 
results from Tables 5.9-5.10. In general, the flight path angle dispersions are much 
easier to correct than altitude dispersions. Note Figures 5.32, showing the resulting 
flight path angle, and Figure 5.30 which shows the resulting altitude dispersions. We 
observe that flight path angle is not a quantity which needs to be corrected early in the 
trajectory; Figure 5.32 shows a classic neighboring optimal trajectory which suggests the 
best control strategy for the vehicle is to wait until the vehicle's velocity has diminished 
before corrections in flight path angle are made. 
5.7,4 Dispersions in the Initial Body Orientation 
The following results show closed-loop simulations for situations where the initial 
pitch orientation is allowed to vary. One of the assumptions which leads to this closed-
loop control law is the assumption of a 5° degree initial angle of attack. This initial angle 
of attack is mainly responsible for initiating the flip maneuver. In particular a zero initial 
angle of attack represents a zero initial pitching moment. We show the results of runs 
where the initial pitch attitude varies between —4° and -1-4°. Tables 5.13-5.14 show the 
resulting performance and terminal characteristics, respectively. Figures 5.40-5.44) show 
the resulting trajectory plots. 
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Figure 5.41 7(<), 8 { t )  trajectories with pitch attitude dispersions 
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Figure 5.42 0(i), Mjueiit) trajectories with pitch attitude dispersions 
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Figure 5.43 ?7i(f), »/2(i) trajectories with pitch attitude dispersions 
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Figure 5.44 S2{t) trajectories with pitch attitude dispersions 
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Table 5.14 Robustness: solutions with pitch attitude dispersions 
Controller Pitch Miss Distance at Termination 
Order Attitude •"Jo 7/o Ofo 
deg f t  f t j s e c  deg deg deg 
-75° 0.17 0.1 -0.5° -0.03° -1.1° 
-72° 0.08 0.04 -1.3° -0.04° -1.1° 
1®' Order -70° 0.12 0.44 -3.5° -0.03° -1.3° 
-68° 0.06 0.32 -2.1° -0.02° -1.0° 
-65° 0.06 0.37 -2.5° 0.00° -1.13° 
-75° 0.19 0.49 -1.5° -0.00° -1.4° O 1 0.09 0.27 -1.6° -0.02° -1.1° 
2"'^ Order 1 O
 o 0.08 0.45 -3.4° -0.13° -0.1° 
-68° 0.09 0.52 -2.7° 0.00° -1.2° 
-65° 0.08 0.37 -2.4° 0.01° -1.1° 
Table 5.15 Closed-loop performance: minimum-norm update 
Time Period A T  Fuel used Mjuei( t j )  Total Time t j  
AT, sec. Mjueiitf) Ibm. tj, sec 
1/10 5724.3 7.08 
1/5 5718.6 7.67 
1/4 5717.6 7.67 
1/2 5718.4 7.67 
1 5709.8 7.65 
5.8 Effects of Time Indexing on Closed-Loop Performance 
The conclusions of Chapter 4 confirmed the observation that time indexing in the 
NOC algorithm stands as the single most important issue in applying the NOC control 
algorithm. We have the option of two different algorithms, see equations (3.60,3.62), 
and of choosing the frequency with which these algorithms are used. 
We have found that, for the problem of landing the RLV, that the minimum norm 
algorithm works best. Results have shown that the first-order update (the time-to-go 
update) can sometimes cause considerable deviations in control outputs because it tends 
to exhibit numerical sensitivity at the beginning of closed-loop simulation. 
Consider a closed-loop simulation where the initial altitude is perturbed by 100 
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Table 5.16 Closed-loop performance: first-order update 
Time Period AT Fuel used Mfuei{ t j )  Total Time t / 
AT, sec. Ibrri. t j ,  sec 
1/10 5703.4 7.69 
1/5 5696.8 7.68 
1/4 5691.5 7.64 
1/2 5691.3 7.63 
1 5703.8 7.69 
Table 5.17 Performance of minimum-norm update; z{tQ) -t-100 
T i m e  P e r i o d  A T  F u e l  u s e d  M j u e i i ^ s )  T o t a l  T i m e  t j  
AT, sec. Ibm. tj, sec 
1/10 5761.0 8.07 
1/5 5767.5 8.08 
1/4 5773.9 8.08 
1/2 5788.3 8.09 
1 5781.0 8.08 
Table 5.18 Performance of first-order update; z [ t o )  -|-100 
T i m e  P e r i o d  A T  F u e l  u s e d  M f u e i { t f )  T o t a l  T i m e  t j  
AT, sec. M f u e i { t f ) ,  I b m .  t j ,  sec 
1/10 5812.7 8.07 
1/5 5794.6 8.08 
1/4 5787.8 8.08 
1/2 5836.7 8.09 
1 
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f t  in the positive direction. Figure 5.46 demonstrates the difference between the two 
time update algorithms. The first plot in Figure 5.46 shows the controller time index 
compared to an "uncorrected" or "reference" time. The second plot in Figure 5.46 
shows the absolute difference between the reference and corrected time updates. Several 
algorithmic points can be inferred from these two plots. At times close to the start of 
the trajectory there is almost no difference between the reference time and the minimum 
norm time index. The reason for this is that the minimum norm algorithm is a function 
of all the trajectory variables. Because only altitude has been perturbed, then there is 
little need to adjust the time index. In these figures at times of 0 — 0.5 seconds, very little 
has happened to the minimum norm time index. The first order correction algorithm 
on the other hand must react to the fact that changes in h{to) have strong influence 
on the total time of the trajectory. At a time index oi tc = 2 seconds we see that the 
first-order update algorithm begins to oscillate each time the algorithm is executed. The 
reason for this is that each time correction induces changes in Sx and also the gain set 
of the correction formula. After tc =4 seconds we find that the two algorithms are both 
tracking smoothly. We also find that near the final time that the two algorithms begin 
to converge. This is necessary since tgo = 0 and 5x=0 should coincide at the end of the 
problem. 
Consider the effect of the above time correction algorithms on the control function. 
Figure 5.47 shows one of the resulting control time histories. Notice that the control 
resulting form the first-order time update displays noisy behavior due to the inability of 
the algorithm to track a smooth time function. 
The following tables show the results in performance of several choices of time con­
stant. Tables 5.15-5.18 show the results of using different time index periods on two 
trajectory problems. In Tables 5.15-5.16 we solve a closed-loop tracking of the nominal 
trajectory using both algorithms over a range of ^ to 1 second. As expected we find 
that there is very Httle performance variation. In Figures 5.17-5.18 we add an initial 
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Table 5.19 Mass variation performance: z ( t o )  + 100 ft. 
Total Mass Fuel Mass Used 
Dispersion Mfuel{tf) 
Ibm Ibm 
MT +15% 6079.1 
MT +10% 6007.9 
Mt + 5% 5886.1 
MT + 0% 5723.1 
MT - 5% 5468.1 
MT - 10% 5208.2 
Mt - 15% 4954.2 
100 ft. error. In this case we find that without exception the minimum norm update 
performs best. In Table 5.18 we find that the first-order time update using a period of 
1 second caused a controller failure. 
5.9 Effects of Mass Modeling Errors on Closed-Loop Perfor­
mance 
As a final test of controller performance we introduce errors in the total mass of 
the vehicle which represents a plant modeling error. The idea here is to quantify the 
performance and terminal control problems which result. In the following results we 
allow the total mass of the vehicle to vary as much as il5%. Consider Figures 5.49-5.50 
where plots of velocity and flight path angle are shown. As expected we find that the 
resulting trajectories are very similar to the nominal solution. In performance terms, 
the mass variations are given in Table 5.19. 
Refer to Figure 5.49 for a description of how each of the trajectories having mass 
variations met the terminal boundary conditions. It was surprising to see that four of 
the 6 trajectories came very close to the terminal boundary conditions. Only those cases 
where the actual mass was 10% to 15% above the modeled mass had difficulty reaching 
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Table 5.20 Mass variation robustness: z { t o )  + 1.00 ft. 
Mass Variation Miss Distance at Termination 
Ibm •"/. 7/o & f o  
M T - 15% 0.29 0.15 -1.5° -0.37° -0.14' 
Mr - 10% 0.49 0.45 -2.6° -0.21° -0.49' 
M T - 5% 0.28 0.35 -2.5° -0.14° -0.73' 
M T + 0% 0.02 0.06 -1.3° 0.04° -0.82' 
M T "I" 5% 0.06 3.14 
O C
O 00 1 0.29° 
-3.78' 
M t +10% 0.25 7.26 -13.6° 1.3° -10.4' 
M T  + 15% 0.29 13.2 -18.0° 4.7° -21.5' 
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6 RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 
This dissertation has been devoted to the study of neighboring optimal control algo­
rithms for optimal control problems. In developing the codes and methods of the current 
work, an advanced understanding of neighboring optimal control and its application to 
realistic guidance problems has been gained. Five major research contributions can be 
identified in the current work: 1) two new neighboring optimal control methods based 
on direct trajectory optimization, 2) an important understanding of the principle of 
optimality for discrete open-loop optimal control solutions, 3) a fast direct solution al­
gorithm for neighboring optimal controller design, 4) application of neighboring optimal 
control to a reusable launch vehicle, and 5) an understanding of implementation issues 
specific to neighboring optimal control algorithms for real-time applications. 
6.1 Neighboring Optimal Control Algorithms 
Two methods of neighboring optimal control algorithm synthesis have been devel­
oped and studied in the current work. Both methods are based on the output from 
direct open-loop trajectory optimization codes. Early in the development process, a 
decision was made to avoid using the backward sweep method, a standard neighbor­
ing optimal control solution algorithm. The backward sweep method for neighboring 
optimal control is based on a high accuracy variational solution to the optimal control 
problem of interest. However, for realistic problems, variational solutions are sometimes 
difiicult to obtain. Indeed, the optimal RLV guidance problem, in Chapter 5, is such a 
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problem. A variational solution to this problem would be very difficult to obtain due to 
the complicated plant model dynamics and due to the overall level of difficulty of the 
optimal control problem. All of the neighboring optimal control work which we have 
developed is based on direct optimization only. 
6.2 The Linear Systems Approach 
We first devised, in Chapter 3, a neighboring optimal control algorithm based on the 
solution of a system of linear equations. Both first and second-order neighboring opti­
mal control laws were developed. These algorithms were first applied to the analytical 
example problem of Chapter 4 - the Zermelo optimal control problem. The neighboring 
optimal control law derived using the linear systems approach worked extremely well. 
The results also compared well with the available analytical solution. 
The comparison of first and second-order neighboring optimal control laws validated 
the claim that the second-order version should provide a closed-loop algorithm which 
produces lower cost. This is especially true for cases where the real-time solution is not 
close to the nominal solution. Both first and second-order control algorithms worked 
quite well for the Zermelo problem. 
The results were less encouraging when applied to the fuel-optimal RLV landing 
problem of Chapter 5. The linear systems solution formula would quickly become sin­
gular at points "down stream" of the initial perturbation location. A standard practice, 
when using this method, is to apply state perturbations at the initial time t = to and use 
the resulting state and control trajectory at time points t > to, hence the term "down 
stream." The analyst has no control over the "resulting perturbations," i.e., state per­
turbations from the nominal, and for some problems this leads to a singularity in the 
system of linear equations. The effect is not evident in the Zermelo problem. However, 
the RLV problem of Chapter 5 includes states which can dissipate quickly after a state 
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perturbation is applied. The body rotation and body rotation rate are two such states. 
For this problem, the system of linear algebraic equations which generates the guidance 
gains becomes sensitive or unsolvable within a short time of the applied state perturba­
tion. One method of avoiding the problem of singularities is to monitor the condition 
number of the state perturbation matrix which results from applied state perturbations. 
The problem can then be restarted, i.e., state perturbations can be applied at a new 
point in the interior of the problem and the process can begin again. 
The open-loop optimization code for the RLV problem was to come from a code called 
MADS3 [39]. Initial results were not encouraging for a number of reasons. MADS3, a 
second-order Euler collocation code, supplies control data at the midpoints of discretiza­
tion intervals. State and control data points do not "line-up" in the final solution. In­
tegration of MADS3 solutions requires some form of interpolation (and extrapolation). 
The resulting simulated trajectories display drift, i.e., trajectories resulting from for­
ward integration of the equations of motion, using the MADS3 control solutions, did 
not match the results of the MAD S3 code. 
Although we eventually switched to an alternative solution algorithm, discussed be­
low, we believe that the linear systems method has potential for further study. The 
main benefit of its use is computational efiiciency. Relatively few open-loop trajectory 
optimization solutions are needed to provide data for this algorithm. Consider the RLV 
problem of Chapter 5, where a 40 control interval solution may take from between one 
and two hours to converge. A first-order NOC control algorithm with 5 state variables 
would take roughly 10 hours of computer time for a complete solution. If we continued 
to use MADS3 as the open-loop solution algorithm, then the finite-difference algorithm 
discussed below would require almost 30 times as much computational time to generate 
a similar solution. Hence, the real reason for our decision not to use this approach is 
the problem of singularities in the solution algorithm for the RLV problem. 
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6.3 The Principle of Optimality and the Finite-Difference So­
lution 
A new strategy of developing NOC gains using finite-difference expressions was de­
veloped in Chapter 3. The main difference between the finite-difference solution and the 
previous method is that perturbations are chosen to fit the functional form of standard 
finite-difference expressions. The major benefit here is that the possibility of singularities 
in the solution algorithm is eliminated. However, the use of finite-difference based solu­
tion algorithms leads to a considerable increase in the number of computations required 
to obtain the neighboring optimal gain functions. With the finite-difference method we 
are no longer able to use "down-stream" trajectory information because perturbations 
derived this way do not fit the functional form of the finite-difference equations. 
The finite-difference based solution to the Zermelo optimal control problem of Chap­
ter 4 showed excellent results. In fact, gain functions derived using the two NOC methods 
discussed so far were virtually identical. This includes first and second-order gain func­
tions and, forward and central finite-difference formula. Hence, the RLV problem was 
again attempted using the finite-difference solution approach. 
The initial guidance developments for the RLV proved to be quite difficult. A number 
of new and unexpected problems appeared. Due to the structure and computational 
requirements of the finite-difference approach, the first numerical runs were made using 
first-order forward differencing with a relatively coarse (20 nodes) control discretization. 
The resulting gain functions, which looked reasonable, did not match the trends of the 
gain functions obtained using the previous solution method, the linear systems method. 
As a test, a switch was made to central differencing and the problem seemed to go 
away. The first-order forward differencing gain functions did not appear to be noisy 
as one might expect; they were just wrong. The problem was thought to exist in the 
software but we had used the same routines on the problem in Chapter 4 with virtually 
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no difference in results due to the choice of finite-difference formulas. The cause could 
not be identified immediately. The problem showed up again during the calculation of 
second-order central differences, this time both forward and central difference formulas 
displayed the problem. Finally, it was observed that only the difference formula which 
included the nominal solution as one of the data points were in error. We had found 
that OCP solutions which begin at points in the interior of the OCPs and which extend 
to the final time were not equivalent to those obtained from the nominal. This is 
an extremely important result. This problem relates strictly to the choice of control 
discretization used in the problem and to the fact that only free end-time problems 
exhibit this behavior. Actually, the problem also applies to the previous method, the 
linear systems approach. However, since the perturbations used in that case were so 
large, the problem was masked. 
We gave a detailed description of the principle of optimality for discrete optimal 
control solutions in Chapter 2. In that chapter, we presented an example problem, a 
collocation problem, which demonstrates the efiect of how the principle of optimality can 
seemingly be violated when using approximate solution algorithms. It is important to 
note that this problem did not show up on the Zermelo optimal control problem because 
of the available analytical solution of the open-loop optimal control problem. If we had 
used one of our approximate algorithms, the eflFects could have been noticed. With a 
detailed understanding of how the principle of optimality affects the underlying solution 
algorithm, the neighboring optimal control methodology was reformulated by resolving 
the entire nominal solution at each and every control point. 
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6.4 Development of a Fast Open-Loop Trajectory Optimization 
Algorithm 
A new solution algorithm was developed to help address the problems of compu­
tational speed outlined in the previous section. To solve the open-loop optimal con­
trol problem we developed the direct multiple shooting algorithm (DMS). DMS uses 
a fourth-order Runge-Kutta [41] algorithm as its numerical integration and uses linear 
interpolation of control points as the control discretization. When used in the high ac­
curacy Simulink simulation, the open-loop control from DMS produces a simulated state 
trajectory which matches the open-loop state trajectory from the DMS code. Hence, the 
numerical integration accuracy of DMS solutions to the RLV landing problem are con­
sidered good. There is no need to interpolate and extrapolate the output data because 
the control is already available in a usable form. The DMS algorithm is also much faster 
than MADS3. The solution algorithm makes full use of analytical gradient calculations 
wherever possible. Constant elements of both cost and constraint gradients are all au­
tomatically identified apriori. The result is an algorithm which is extremely efficient yet 
perhaps numerically sensitive. Much of this algorithm's speed comes at the expense of 
numerical stability. 
In a direct comparison between MADS3 and DMS, we found that the DMS code was 
able to solve open-loop optimal control problems roughly 15 times faster than MADS3. 
However, due to it's internal structure, DMS has a very poor radius of convergence 
compared to MADS3. Therefore, we used the slower but more robust MADS3 code to 
provide initial guesses for the DMS code. During the numerically intensive perturbation 
analysis phase of control law development, DMS was used extensively. The DMS code 
uses NPSOL as its nonlinear programming algorithm. In NPSOL it is possible to use a 
feature called "warm start" where an approximation to the second-order Hessian matrix 
is saved from problem to problem. The use of this feature allows a further 5 to 10 
I 
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fold increase in speed due to the fact that the number of iterations for each perturbed 
solution are reduced. The results are dramatic. A typical DMS run starting from scratch 
may take from between 40 to 70 iterations to obtain a converged solution. The use of 
warm start can reduce the number of iterations to, on average, 5 to 10 iterations. 
6.5 Autolanding Guidance of a Reusable Launch Vehicle 
A very detailed understanding of the RLV optimal auto-landing problem has been 
obtained. We have successfully solved a variety of open-loop trajectory optimization 
problems for the landing problem of Chapter 5. The results include an analysis of the 
best possible landing performance. We have also solved open-loop optimal control prob­
lems with control rate constraints and with total vehicle acceleration constraints. For 
guidance purposes, we formulated a penalty function performance index which facilitates 
the solution of the neighboring optimal control law. 
We chose a 40 control interval optimal control solution as a nominal solution. This 
solution was selected because it provided both a "flyable" trajectory, i.e., a trajectory 
which is not dominated by full control deflections, and because it still provided a mini­
mum of fuel usage. In our analysis it was found that 4800 lb of fuel is required to land 
the vehicle during a best case landing. Our nominal trajectory uses 5800 lb of fuel which 
we believe is an acceptable compromise. 
The DMS/finite-difierence approach was used to develop an optimal closed-loop con­
trol algorithm. To test the algorithm we developed a stand-alone simulation of the RLV 
combined with the NOC control law. This package was used as the truth model from 
which to judge closed-loop results. Both first and second-order gains were used in the 
closed-loop results. We did find some residual noise in the second-order gain functions 
which relates to the perturbation step size selection of the open-loop results. The RLV 
simulation was subjected to a variety of disturbances which include perturbations in the 
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initial conditions. We found that the NOC algorithm provides a very robust control al­
gorithm. Subsequent analysis has shown that the NOC control law performs well despite 
modeling errors imposed on the plant mode. In addition we have found that despite the 
unsuitability of NOC for terminal guidance that the algorithm was able to closely meet 
the terminal boundary conditions in almost all analyzed cases. 
6.6 Implementation of The Neighboring Optimal Control Law 
A number of operational issues specific to the use of an NOC control law in real time 
were investigated. The most important of these issues is that of time indexing in NOC. 
Two specific methods were proposed and investigated. They are the minimum norm time 
index and the first-order time-to-go correction. The first method, a correction of the 
controller time-to-go time index, is essentially the same as methods proposed in earlier 
works [12], [31]. The main difference is in how the correction algorithm is implemented. 
We have chosen to use a periodic time correction procedure where the frequency of time 
update is chosen apriori. This differs from past algorithms where the time index would 
be updated continuously. Also, since our derivation of the NOC controller gains is per­
formed numerically, the time-to-go correction is also derived numerically. The second 
method of controller time index correction is the minimum norm correction algorithm. 
Our results showed that the minimum norm time index correction performs best over­
all. In Chapter 4 we found that both of the algorithms performed well. However, with 
the RLV auto-landing problem, we found that the first-order time-to-go update did not 
function well during the initial stages of closed-loop simulation. We noticed a consid­
erable amount of oscillation which is caused directly by the algorithm. The time-to-go 
update leads to large variations between the real-time state and the stored reference tra­
jectory. Consequently, the control law did not perform well due to operation outside of 
it's linear range. The minimum norm update performed well in all cases. In addition, we 
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found that the frequency of time correction was also an important factor in closed-loop 
operation. 
6.7 Major Contributions 
Several major contributions have been made in this dissertation. Perhaps the most 
important is the development of a neighboring optimal control algorithm based on direct 
optimal control methods - both the first and second-order finite-difference NOC algo­
rithms are new methods. Although a first-order numerical NOC algorithm was used by 
Seywald [36], his open-loop solution algorithm was variational and hence, his formulation 
did not take into account the possibility of discretization effects. Kelley [12] formulated 
a second-order NOC algorithm b)ut within the context of the Tsackward sweep method. 
This is important because we envision that these results could possibly be used inter­
changeably with a number of different solution algorithms. For example, it is conceivable 
that other well established optimization methods could be used in place of our methods. 
This would mean that current problems of interest would not have to be reformulated to 
take advantage of our closed-loop neighboring optimal control methods. Our description 
of how the principle of optimality affects direct optimal control solutions is extremely 
important. Because of its effects we were forced to reformulate our NOC algorithms 
so that the nominal optimal control solution is recalculated at every calculation point. 
This is especially important if other well established control algorithms are to be used 
in conjunction with the current methods in neighboring optimal control because many 
of these codes are subject to the same problem. We have also demonstrated our neigh­
boring optimal control methods on an example problem of considerable complexity. In 
many ways the RLV landing problem shows the capabilities of the neighboring optimal 
control method. We have shown that a robust optimal control law can be derived using 
direct open-loop trajectory optimization and that the resulting control law can provide 
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high performance, i.e., minimum fuel landings, for a broad range of off-nominal operating 
conditions. 
6.8 Recommendations for Further Study-
Several aspects of the current research can be identified for further research and 
study. They are development of more efficient solution algorithms for the neighboring 
optimal control law, development of improved data storage and handling, improved 
accuracy of the finite-difference based neighboring optimal control expressions, and the 
incorporation of state constraints into the neighboring optimal control law. 
Two separate neighboring optimal control methodologies were developed in Chapter 
3. The first, solution by linear systems, was not used in the application problem of 
Chapter 5 because of unpredictable results. We believe that this method should still be 
considered for further development because of it's computational efficiency advantage 
over the finite-difference algorithm which replaced it. It is speculated that the linear 
systems method or perhaps a combination of the linear systems method and the finite-
difference method could be used to greatly reduce the computational load of guidance 
algorithm development in general while still providing an accurate and well-behaved 
control law. 
Data handling and storage is very important for neighboring optimal control laws 
and also other control laws with time-varying controller quantities. In our treatment 
of both algorithm development and controller implementation, some critical controller 
software and data structures need to be coded by hand for each new problem. A generic 
neighboring optimal control algorithm would be a next logical development to ease 
control law development in general. Such an algorithm could handle multiple-phase 
problems of any size having an arbitrary number of control variables. 
The RLV problem of Chapter 5 demonstrated the limiting accuracy of second-order 
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finite-difference expressions combined with the available open-loop solution algorithm 
DMS. Although the resulting second-order control law did perform adequately, a perfor­
mance advantage over the first-order control law was not demonstrated. We believe that 
this can be fixed by simply using a larger finite-difference stepsize for this application 
problem. To do this, one of two methods could be used. First, the DMS algorithm 
could be setup using a homotopy method where larger stepsizes are obtained by using a 
series of smaller steps. The main reason for using this approach would be to eliminate 
the convergence problems inherent with the DMS algorithm. Second, the DMS algo­
rithm could be replaced by another open-loop optimization code having a larger radius 
of convergence. The trade-off is that of solution efficiency vs. radius of convergence. 
Perhaps the most important additional area of research is that of state constraints 
in the neighboring optimal control law. Currently, only simple control inequality con­
straints are allowed. It is possible to setup an open-loop optimal control problem with a 
system of penalty functions which tend to force the optimal solution to behave like one 
with state constraints and hence, the resulting nominal solution could be used as part 
of a neighboring optimal control law. However, the resulting closed-loop control law 
would not be guaranteed to satisfy the state constraint in question. A comprehensive 
treatment of all possible state constraints may not be possible. However, certain types 
of state constraints such as first-order constraints may be treated separately within the 
framework of neighboring optimal control to achieve a closed-loop trajectory which is 
both optimality based and which satisfies the state constraint in question. 
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